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Abstract 

 

Shear Strength and Effects of HDPE Plastic Post-Tensioning Duct on a 

Prestressed Girder  

 

 

James Oscar Felan, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Oguzhan Bayrak 

 

The goal of the splice girder research project 0-6652 funded by the Texas 

Department of Transportation is to utilize the full potential of splicing prestressed TX 

girders continuously.  The TX girder family of beams is cost effective alone due to their 

simple, repetitive fabrication, but to truly optimize their potential would be to span 

several beams together as one continuous unit.  The weight and length restrictions 

allowed by trucks or barges limit the prestressed beam lengths. Therefore, splicing 

together prestressed beams becomes the solution to the transporting obstacle. 

As a result, the prestressed girders will be more competitive to other bridge types 

such as steel I-girders, steel trapezoidal girders, cable-stayed bridges, and concrete 

segmental bridges.  In fact, a prestressed/post-tensioned concrete bridge is preferred over 

steel designs in highly corrosive environments such as the coast or in snow regions where 

de-icing chemicals are used.  In comparison, to a segmental box girder bridge, the post-
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tensioned prestressed bridge has reduced complexity due to fewer segments and the 

number of reduced joints susceptible to corrosion. 

The issue that arises with splicing prestressed beams is that in the process of 

connecting them together an opening must be made to install the post-tensioning (PT) 

steel strands.  The openings are created by installing several steel or plastic circular ducts 

into the web region.  Since the post-tensioning results in a reduction of the concrete web 

region, a modification is necessary to the shear capacity equation.  

The experimental study performed at the Ferguson Structural Engineering 

Laboratory consisted of fabricating and testing two full-scale prestressed Tx46 girders.  

One girder contained a plastic post-tensioning duct with grout and steel strands installed 

in the web region.  The other beam was a standard Tx46 beam fabricated without a duct.  

Both beams had a reinforced concrete deck installed with an overhang to model an actual 

bridge section.  Furthermore, the purpose of the standard beam was to serve as a direct 

comparison to the beam with a duct and determine the actual reduction in shear capacity. 

The research and findings will include the impact of the plastic duct in the Tx46 

compared to the control beam. The failure loads of the test specimens will be compared 

to the current 2012 AASHTO code predictions for shear design.  Also, revisions to the 

AASHTO code will be recommended if necessary. 

The primary goal of this research was to improve the design and detailing of the 

skewed end-blocks commonly used in these beams. As U-beams had been in service for 

several decades without incident, it was anticipated that there would be little need for 

change in the design, and the findings of the research would involve a slight tweaking to 

improve the overall performance. 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

The use of spliced girder bridges has gained momentum within various U.S. 

DOT’s and there are several spliced-girder bridges currently in service. An example of a 

splice girder bridge under construction is shown in Figure 1-1.  The bridge has a center 

span of 325-feet and is currently the longest spliced precast, prestressed concrete girder 

bridge in the United States.  The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has 

gained interest in utilizing this technology because it allows longer spans while possibly 

using existing bridge girder forms.  The potential for using existing girder designs and 

forms gives spliced girder bridges a cost advantage over other types of construction.  

Even if current standard girders need to be modified slightly, spliced girder bridges still 

have the potential to outcompete complex bridge types or steel bridges that are required 

for medium span lengths.  In addition, since concrete is a durable material that protects 

the steel strands and reinforcement in corrosive environments, spliced girder bridges may 

have a maintenance cost benefit over steel bridges.  

 
Figure 1-1 Route 22 Bridge over the Kentucky River, near Gratz, KY 
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 Past research has demonstrated a reduction in shear strength due to the presence 

of post-tensioning ducts in I-girder webs.  As a result, the effective web width resisting 

shear forces is reduced in design.  Strength reductions can be large when the duct grout-

material is less stiff than the surrounding concrete.   

The Florida Department of Transportation, FDOT, has observed cracking along 

the tendon trajectory in spliced/post-tensioned prestressed bridges after being placed in 

service. The spliced bridges with cracking had HDPE (Plastic) ducts. Plastic (HDPE-

High Density Polyethylene) ducts have a smoother surface than their steel counterparts, 

which  reduces bond between the duct and surrounding concrete and enhances the 

splitting effect caused by transverse tensile stresses (Muttoni, 2006).  Regardless, plastic 

ducts are often preferred over steel ducts in highly corrosive environments due to their 

resistance to corrosion.   

Much of the experimental research on shear strength of girder webs with ducts 

was performed on small-scale compression panel tests. That research suggests that even 

grouted ducts reduce panel capacity from that of a solid panel without a duct (Muttoni, 

2006).  Furthermore, plastic ducts have been shown to generate a lower capacity 

compared to metal ducts.  However, most of the past research was performed on panels 

containing plastic ducts with duct-to-web-width ratios that were low and not 

representative of the ratios seen in current typical spliced girder bridges.  Such tests 

showed ducts generating low strength reductions.  More testing is needed with realistic 

larger duct-to-web-width ratios. 

Current code provisions, (AASHTO, Eurocode, and JSCE) are based on smaller 

scale concrete panel tests.  The panel tests have been used extensively in research due to 
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their rapid assembly and low cost.  However, full scale girder tests are needed extend 

panel results to girder shear capacity.   

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

Before implementing splice girder bridges in Texas, TxDOT requires several 

issues to be resolved related to strength and serviceability. 

The objective of this project is to evaluate the shear performance of post-

tensioned I-girders when large ducts are present that would be used in spliced girder 

construction. Later projects will examine current standard girder splicing detail and 

provide recommendations for improvement of the splicing detail.    

A series of panel tests were performed at The University of Texas at Austin 

within the scope of this thesis and are described in part in (Wald, 2012).  Testing was also 

performed on two full-scale 30 ft Tx46 girders.  One girder had no post-tensioning ducts 

while the other had a plastic duct. Tests were conducted up to shear failure and were 

aimed at investigating the effects of a duct containing post-tensioning strands and grout 

on shear strength and cracking. Girder tests results were also used to verify panel results 

and validate or disprove their applicability to full-scale girders.  Girder tests results were 

compared with current code predictions of shear strength. 

Although, the girders tested are not of same size as those that are planned for 

splice girder tests, they are large enough to do serve as transitional tests from panel tests 

to planned larger Tx62 full-scale tests. 
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1.3 ORGANIZATION 

Chapter two discusses shear behavior and the research related to web shear-

strength modifications required as a result of post-tensioning ducts in prestressed girder 

web regions.  The research includes extensive experiments on small-scale panels with 

ducts and limited tests on existing full-scale prestressed girders with ducts.  

 Chapter three presents the experimental program.  The chapter goes into detail of 

the test girder sectional properties and materials.  A thorough description is presented of 

the fabrication of the Tx46 with plastic duct and the Tx46 control girder, followed by one 

of the test setup used of test the specimens. 

  Chapter 4 describes observations made during both tests of the Tx46 control 

girder and Tx46 with plastic duct girder.   In addition, the results of the actual shear 

failures and the calculated shear resistances based on the AASTHO LRFD 2012 shear 

method are presented in this chapter.   

Finally, chapter five discusses the results with conclusions from relevant concrete 

panel specimens with a plastic duct, the Tx46 control girder, and the Tx46 girder with a 

plastic duct.  The discussion is followed by recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Literature Review 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

There has been much research completed on the effects of ducts in the web 

section of reinforced/prestressed concrete beams.  A discussion on basic shear behavior 

in concrete and the theory behind the reduction in shear strength is included in this 

chapter.  A synopsis of the past research that relates the effects of shear stresses with the 

presence of post-tensioning ducts in the concrete web region will follow and will then be 

expanded upon.   

2.2 SHEAR BEHAVIOR 

In bridge I-girders, high shear stresses can develop in the web regions.  The 

cracks that occur in the web only are called “web shear cracks” (Brown, 2012).  As 

shown in Equation 2-1, as B (web thickness) decreases, the shear stress increases.  Figure 

2-1 shows the relation between shear stress acting upon an I-beam cross-section and 

location along beam depth. Lower stresses occur in I-sections at the top and bottom 

flange due to the larger width compared to the web. 
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    𝒗 = 𝑽𝑸
𝑰𝑩

       Equation 2-1  
   
where: 

ν = shear stress [ksi] 

V = shear force [kips] 

Q = moment area [in.³] 

I = moment of inertia [in.⁴] 

B = web thickness [in.] 

 

 
Figure 2-1  I-Beam cross section and diagram representation of the shear stress 

acting upon the depth 

Figure 2-2 shows a typical tendon location within a bridge I-girder.  When 

utilizing post-tensioning steel strands in a bridge I-shaped girder, there is a change in the 

material and therefore a lack of homogeneity at the location of the duct.  To understand 

the behavior of shear in webs with post-tensioning ducts, research was performed on 

concrete panel specimens representing the web as illustrated through a section in Figure 

2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 Tendon duct in the web region  

The behavior of stress flow in the concrete does not follow the same pattern as a 

solid concrete section (Figure 2-3).  As illustrated in Figure 2-3, with increased grout 

stiffness, there is an increased of portion of compressive stresses carried through the 

grout. on the other hand, when there is no grout, stress will flow around the void (Figure 

2-3).  In previous and recent concrete panel testing research, it was observed in the un-

grouted specimen, tensile stresses occurred at the duct which caused splitting along the 

width (Wald, 2012).   

 
Figure 2-3 Compression field of concrete with and without grout  
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The tensile stresses locations can be seen below in Figure 2-4.  Since compression 

stresses travel around the void, expansion occurs due to Poisson’s effect and equilibrium, 

which results in tensile stresses transverse to the compression stress flow. 

 Stress flows caused by grouted or un-grouted ducts can reduce the shear strength 

of webs.  Depending on grout stiffness and duct type a modification must be made to the 

shear strength of webs.  Several code provisions address this modification and will be 

discussed in section 2.4. 

   
Figure 2-4 Tensile stresses occurring in panel tests (Muttoni et al., 2006) 

 

Figure 2-5 shows the strut and tie model (STM) of the web region with the 

presence of ducting with and without grout.  It can be observed from the STM models in 

Figure 2-5 (right) that tensile stresses develop that can cause splitting of the block.  Such 

splitting cracks were seen in current research by (Wald, 2012). The same phenomenon is 

believed to be accentuated in plastic ducting due to the lack of bond developed between 

the plastic material and concrete (Muttoni, 2006).   
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Figure 2-5 Strut and tie model (Wald, 2012) 

2.3 SHEAR CAPACITY OF STRUCTURAL CONCRETE 

Prior to discussing various codes it is important to elaborate on the shear behavior 

calculation method that the AASTHO LRFD, (AASHTO Design Specifications, 2012) 

utilizes because it will be referenced many times in the shear resistance calculation.  

AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 2012 is based on the Modified 

Compression Field Theory, (MCFT, Vecchio, and Collins, 1986).  The theory is based on 

a truss model consisting of struts and ties.  The strut represents the compressive stresses 

at a calculated angle “ϴ” of cracking that is resisted by concrete.  The ties are the tensile 

stresses that develop the cracking and are resisted by steel stirrup reinforcement.  The 

maximum strain to occur in the web and representing the tension chord of the truss model 

is the longitudinal strain 𝜀𝑥 (ACI 445R-99).   The larger the longitudinal strain, the less 

shear stress is required to fail the web.  The calculated strain value is limited 0.002, 

which is the yielding strain of the steel. 

The MCFT also indicates that diagonally cracked concrete stress-strain behavior 

does not follow that of typical behavior of concrete cylinders (Collins, 1978).  As a result, 
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the stress of cracked concrete follows a softened behavior due to the concrete resisting 

tensile stresses.  Furthermore, the MCFT indicates that “tension stiffening” occurs in 

concrete.  Tension stiffening is the result of cracked concrete still being able to resist 

tensile stresses.   

Figure 2-6 shows a typical prestressed bulb-tee girder and illustrates the 

compressive strains, 𝜀2, acting in the direction of cracking representing the concrete 

struts.  The strains labeled 𝜀1 acting in the transverse direction to the compressive strains 

are being resisted by the steel transverse reinforcement and by concrete tension stiffening 

effects.  

 

 
Figure 2-6 Typical prestressed I-Girder undergoing shear, moment and axial load 

        (ACI 445R-99) 
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2.4 EFFECT OF DUCT TYPE ON SHEAR STRENGTH OF THIN WEBS 

There has been significant research performed on small-scale panels that represent 

the web in a prestressed concrete beam.  The ACI article on the “Effects of Duct Type on 

Shear Strength of Thin Webs” (Muttoni et al., 2006) published many findings on this 

topic.  Below is a summary of their research that is relevant for this project.   

To begin, the presence of a post-tensioning duct in the web of a prestressed beam 

results in a reduction in their load carrying capacity.  Concrete compression struts are 

significantly affected by the interference of a post-tensioning tendon.    There is a stress 

flow disruption since the material changes through the duct, which results in a change in 

stiffness.  The reduction in stiffness is a result of the duct material, grout consolidation, 

and post tension strands.   

Through testing by Muttoni et al., (Muttoni et al., 2006) it has been shown that 

with high density polyethylene (plastic) ducts, there is a significant reduction in panel 

compressive strength compared to steel ducts.  In addition, the trajectory angle of the duct 

position has no effect to the shear strength.  

To predict the shear failure capacity of concrete within a spliced region, small 

scale panel testing was performed.  The results and variables associated with those test 

are shown in Table 2-2.  To determine the web width reduction due to the presence of 

ducts is based on the reduction factor 𝜂𝐷shown in Equation 2-2. 

 
 

   𝜼𝑫 = 𝑷𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒍 𝑭𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅
𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍 𝑷𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒍 𝑭𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅        Equation 2-2 
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However, to correlate the results of the test to specific criteria in a spliced beam a 

k factor had to be developed.  The criteria includes duct material, grouted and un-grouted.  

Equation 2-2 cannot directly be used because it includes the term  ηD which consists of 

several variables as mentioned above: duct material, grouted or un-grouted.   Therefore, 

the development of the k factor starts with Equation 2-3 and Equation 2-4, which is based 

on prism/panel test research. 

 
    𝒃𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝒃𝒘 ∙  𝜼𝑫      Equation 2-3  

Where: 

   𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑓 = effective web width [in.] 

   𝑏𝑤 = gross cross-section web width [in.] 

   𝜂𝐷 = strength reduction factor accounting for duct presence 
 
    𝜼𝑫 = 𝟏 − 𝒌 ∙ 𝜹     Equation 2-4  

Where:  

 𝜂𝐷 − strength reduction factor  

𝑘 − diameter correction factor 

  δ – ratio of the total duct section to the overall width of the web 

 

When manipulating Equation 2-3 and Equation 2-4 relationship can be found 

between  𝜂𝐷 and k, and is shown in Equation 2-5.  As a result of the test performed, a 

correction factor can predict the reduction in the web thickness that should be used in 

determining the shear capacity based on the duct parameters.  The summation term is to 

take into account if it is desired to design the ducting side by side. 
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   beff =bw - k∙ΣΦ      Equation 2-5 

Where:   

  beff = effective web width in the presence of duct material [in.] 

bw  = gross cross-section web width [in.] 

k = diameter correction factor based on material and if grouted 

Φ = inside nominal diameter of duct [in.] 
 

A summary of all the current code provisions required to reduce the web width 

when utilizing ducts that are grouted or un-grouted can be seen in Table 2-1. 

 
Table 2-1 Diameter correction factor “k” in variuous code provisions  

Code Year K 

Empty Steel Plastic 

AASHTO (General 

Shear) 

2012 0.5 0.25 

AASHTO 

(Segmental) 

2012 1.0 0.5 

ACI 318-11 2011 - - 

Japan Society of C.E. 2002 0.5 0.5 

Eurocode 2 2002 1.2 0.5 1.2 

 

To predict the shear failure capacity of concrete within a spliced region, small 

scale panel testing was performed by Muttoni et al (Muttoni, Burdet, and Hars, 2006).   

The results and variables associated with those test are shown in Table 2-2 and in Figure 

2-7. Table 2-2 shows the dimensions of the duct diameter, grouted or not, angle of duct, 
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curing time and the results.  All specimens are concrete panels measuring 23.6 x 23.6 x 

4.9-inches. 

 
Table 2-2 Panel specimen parameters and results (Muttoni et al., 2006)

 

Figure 2-7 shows a bar chart comparison of the results of 𝜂𝐷 of various duct types 

with and without grout.  The duct to width ratio, δ for all specimens was approximately 

0.5.  The figure shows the relationship of the reference specimen of a pure concrete 

specimen with no duct in W3, W4 compared to the other specimens with other variables.  

Specimens W5 and W6 are grouted steel ducts and having a slight reduction in strength 

compared to the control.  The average strength reduction of steel duct specimen appear is 

shown to be 0.87.  The plastic duct specimens are shown in panels W1, W2, W9 and 

W10 and have an average strength of 0.67 compared to the control.  Finally, panels W7 

and W8 are ungrouped steel duct specimens and were observed to have the lowest 

capacity of 0.38.   
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Figure 2-7 Effects of different duct types within a concrete specimen(Muttoni et al., 
2006) 

In addition, the article proposes code improvements for beff, the effective web 

width.  To accurately model the failure in their panel testing research and they proposed a 

modification to the strength reduction in Equation 2-5. The k-factor as shown above in 

Table 2-1 is the variable that is recommended for revision and would change the current 

AASHTO code provisions.  However, the proposed values from this article are correlated 

to “their” panel testing, which is not a true representative of actual full-scale beams and 

must match their specimen’s parameters, web thickness, δ, 𝑓′𝑐, and 𝑓′𝑔𝑐.  Also, the web 

panel testing lacks the boundary condition effects from the restraints of the top and 

bottom flanges, which has the potential of decreasing the reduction in shear strength.   

The article made a statement that can be compared to this research.  It was stated 

that panels with HDPE ducts have a 37% loss in strength compared to the control panel 

without a duct as shown in Figure 2-7.  Furthermore, based on their testing for their 

specimens, the author proposed the following strength reduction k-factor=0.8 for plastic 

ducts to fit their data.  
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2.5 SHEAR STRENGTH OF THIN-WEBBED POST TENSIONED BEAMS 

Research performed by Fernandez Ruiz and Muttoni (2008) on full-size 

specimens taken from 1967 designed beams extracted from Switzerland.  Five pre-

stressed post-tension beams were tested with dimensions of 5 in. thick webs and 2.4-in. 

diameter tendons with a tendon to web ratio of 0.48.  The beams had existing cracks and 

only had corrugated steel ducts.  The goal of their research was to determine the actual 

strength of the post-tensioned webs and the interaction between the web cracking and the 

tendon.  In addition, to accurately model the behavior, several shear stress field 

approaches and design codes were compared to actual results.   

To model the field behavior and avoid flexure failure, the beams had an eccentric 

external axial force applied at both ends since the beams were spliced continuously.  The 

beams were 16.5-feet in length, simply supported and had 2 point loads placed 

symmetrically about the mid-span.  All beams failed by web crushing along the tendon 

profile.  Figure 2-8 shows the cracking pattern and the concrete spalled in the web region 

to failed specimen SH3. 

 

 
Figure 2-8  Failed specimen SH3 (Muttoni, et al., 2008) 

Measured data indicated, the failed beam had vertical strains in the web larger 

than 5% indicating stirrup yielding.  In addition, compressive strain developed in the top 

flange of the beams.  By showing there is compressive strain in the top flange implies 

that there is a fraction of the total shear being resisted by it.  This observation is important 

to differentiate between panel testing (web representation) and full-scale testing.  It can 
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be deduced that the panel testing is not a true representation of the shear capacity since 

there are no top or bottom flanges or “boundary effects”.   

The following theories were analyzed to determine if they are suitable to model 

the actual behavior:  Straight Stress Field, Deviated Stress Field, Discontinuous Stress 

Field, and Continuous Stress Field.  Of those theories, the Continuous Stress Field was 

shown to be the best method to accurately predict the actual strength.  In fact, the method 

predicted a value slightly higher than the actual, which is desirable.  All methods were in 

agreement of one another in predicting a compression field angle of 19 to 20 degrees.   

Their conclusions state the following: dimensioning of the web can be designed 

by “straight stress fields”, Euro code 2 or AASHTO LRFD.  The results are stated to be 

conservative.  To check existing members, the same approach can be used. However, if 

the shear strength calculated is insufficient, then it is recommended to use “deviated 

stress field” analysis followed by “continuous stress field” as the final alternative for 

improved accuracy. 

2.6 CODE PROVISIONS 

2.6.1 AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications 6th Ed. 2012 

AASHTO’s design procedure is based on Modified Compression Field Theory.  

Guidelines from the code state shear capacity is calculated by Equation 2-6 with the 

maximum limit shown in Equation 2-7.  The 0.25f’c shear stress limit is the upper limit 

intended to ensure concrete in the web of the beam will not crush prior to yielding of the 

transverse reinforcement.   
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 Vn = Vc + Vs + Vp        Equation 2-6  

    = 0.0316 β�𝑓′𝑐 bw dv + 𝐴𝑣𝑓𝑦
𝑠  dv cotϴ + Vp    

 
 Vn =  0.25f’c  bv dv  + Vp       Equation 2-7  

where: 

Vn = shear load [kips] 

Vc   = concrete shear resistance [kips] 

Vs  = steel stirrup resistance [kips] 

Vp  = prestressed shear resistance [kips] 

β =  factor for concrete to transmit tension and shear [kips] 

 𝑓′𝑐 = concrete compressive strength [psi] 

bw = effective web width [in.] 

 dv = effective shear depth [in.]                                                                                

𝐴𝑣= stirrup shear reinforcement area [in.²]    

𝑠  = stirrup spacing [in.] 

𝑓𝑦  = yield stress of stirrup reinforcement [psi]     

ϴ =   angle of compressive stresses [degrees] 
 
   

The AASHTO 2012 shear strength code provision does include the prestressed 

shear resistance.  If the prestressed strands were draped a vertical component force would 

be included in resisting the shear load.  However in our testing the strands were kept 

horizontal with no vertical component to eliminate an additional variable in the research.   

AASHTO provisions do not differentiate between plastic and steel duct materials and 

there are two inconsistent requirements.  The AASHTO provisions divide the use of 

ducting into General Shear and Segmental Shear as seen in the k-factors. A summary of 
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all the current code provisions required to reduce the web width when utilizing ducts that 

are grouted or un-grouted are shown in Table 2-1.   

A spreadsheet prepared in Appendix I was prepared to perform an iterative 

calculation of the AASHTO LRFD 2012 shear method for the test specimen.  Also, 

shown in Appendix I, are all the equations used for each cell and the corresponding 

AASHTO code equation.   

2.6.2 AASHTO Bridge Construction Specifications 3rd Ed. 2010 

In addition, the ducting within a prestressed beam must conform to the following 

AASHTO construction provisions: 

AASHTO states “Plastic Ducts shall be considered and are highly recommended 

in saltwater environment or exposure to deicing chemicals.  The plastic material shall be 

made of polyethylene or polypropylene and have a white coating on the outside shell with 

ultraviolet stabilizers” (AASHTO Bridge Constr. §10.8.3, 2010).  This recommendation 

is specified to ensure the plastic material is durable in having a long life and not break 

down over time.  When specifying a duct size, Table 2-3 shows the required plastic sizes 

in regards to nominal diameter and thickness. 
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Table 2-3 AASHTO LFRD Bridge Constr. §10.8.3. Duct thickness requirements for 
specific diameters 

Duct Shape Duct Diameter [in.] Duct Thickness [in.] 

Flat any size 0.08 

Round 0.9 0.08 

Round 2.375 0.08 

Round 3.0 0.10 

Round 3.35 0.10 

Round 4.0 0.12 

Round 4.5 0.14 

Round 5.125 0.16 

Round 5.71 0.16 

 

When determining the duct area to be used AASHTO Design provisions are 

followed and is as follows:  the diameter shall be 0.25 in. larger than the nominal 

diameter of a single bar or tendon; for multiple bars or tendons the duct inside cross-

sectional area shall be at least 2.0 times the net area of the steel, with the exception of 

utilizing the pull through method when inserted the strands into the duct and the duct area 

shall be at least 2.5 times greater than the area of the prestressing steel.  In addition, the 

size of the duct shall not exceed 0.4 times the least gross concrete thickness at the duct.  

The last requirement was expanded upon in the panel program testing research performed 

by Wald (2012). 

Several investigations are required and are as follows:  the bonding characteristics 

of the polyethylene ducts to the concrete and the grout and the effects of grouting 
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pressure on the ducts and the surrounding concrete.  In regards to the grouting pressure, it 

is shown in section 3.5.9.4 of this thesis how that method is performed. 

When placing plastic ducts in the web and using longitudinal post-tensioning, the 

maximum support distance is not to exceed 2.0 ft.  The ducting shall be supported by ties 

to the stirrups.  At joints, the ducts are to be coupled with positive connections with no 

angle changes.  To accommodate that requirement, a silicone adhesive sleeve is used with 

shrinking characteristics and is activated when heat is applied. 

2.6.3 Japan Society of Civil Engineers-Standard Specifications for Concrete 

Structures-2002 

 Japanese code requirements in regards to ducts in the webs of prestressed 

concrete members state that the effective web width shall be reduced if the duct diameter 

is greater or equal to 1/8 the width of the web.  If that requirement is met then the web 

shall be reduced by Equation 2-8 where all the terms are the same as Equation 2-3 except 

the ½ is the k-factor required by this code.  The sigma term is listed to sum all the duct 

diameters within the same cross-section. 

 
   beff =bw - ½ Σφ      Equation 2-8 

2.6.4 Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures 

The 2002 Eurocode 2 provisions in the design of concrete structures have several 

statements in regards to shear resistance with a web containing a duct.  §6.2.3(6) states 

“the VRd,max shall be calculated based on a nominal web thickness shown in Equation 2-9 

when a web contains grout and the diameter, φ is greater than bw/8”.   The code goes on 

to state the nominal web thickness should be calculated by Equation 2-10 for the 
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following scenarios of non-grouted ducts, grouted plastic ducts and unbounded tendons. 

The 1.2 factor is stated to account for the transverse tensile stresses that develop across 

the web and cause a splitting failure as opposed to a crushing failure as shown in the right 

of Figure 2-5.  However, the provision goes on to state that if adequate transverse 

reinforcement is provided then the factor may be reduced to 1.0.  A factor of 1.0 indicates 

the web is reduced directly by the dimension of the duct within the web. 
 
   𝒃𝒘,𝒏𝒐𝒎  = bw - ½ Σφ      Equation 2-9 
 
   𝒃𝒘,𝒏𝒐𝒎 = bw – 1.2 Σφ     Equation 2-10  

2.7 NEED FOR RESEARCH 

The purpose of this research project is to compare the shear behavior of a full-

scale prestressed concrete girder (Tx46) with post-tensioning tendons utilizing plastic 

ducts to a Tx46 control prestressed beam and to verify current code provisions in light of 

those test results.  As mentioned earlier, there has been significant research using scaled 

panel specimens representing the beam’s web in shear.  There has also been some 

research in full-size beam specimens to determine the actual shear capacity.  However, 

the previous tests performed are not a true representation of what is desired to construct 

in today’s practice.  Specifically the duct diameter to web thickness was unrealistic.  

Furthermore, several state DOT’s are interested in the results obtained using plastic ducts 

for the post-tensioning tendons to be used in highly corrosive environments such as in 

coast or snow conditions.   
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The panel test is a scaled down version of the web and does not include the top or 

bottom flanges, which have been shown to increase shear capacity.  However, to verify 

panel testing trends, the results of panel testing to full-scale testing can be compared. 

2.8 SUMMARY 

In summary, an I-beam under loading develops higher shear stresses in the web 

region than the top or bottom flanges.  To predict the shear strength of a prestressed 

concrete beam AASHTO LRFD general shear method follows a MCFT approach.  The 

approach models the structure in terms of compression struts and steel ties.  MCFT 

requires an iteration calculation of the compression angle of inclination and the 

longitudinal strain to predict the shear capacity.   In the presence of a duct in the web 

region, compression stresses continue to flow through or around the duct depending if it’s 

grouted and un-grouted.  Higher tensile stresses develop if the duct is un-grouted.  

Furthermore, there is a reduction in compressive strength capacity due to the presence of 

a duct.  To address the issue and incorporate it in the AASHTO LRFD general shear 

provisions, a k-factor was developed based on the following parameters, grouted, un-

grouted and the Eurocode includes the duct material plastic or metal.  The k-factor 

modifies the web width to an effective web thickness to fit the capacity strength of the 

past panel test research.  More research was performed to better understand the behavior 

of ducts in other scenario’s and determine trends and what works best in the field.  

However, the issue to be addressed in this research project is to determine the 

appropriateness of the k-factor from current code provisions in a full scale bulb-tee beam 

with a plastic duct. 
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CHAPTER 3  

Experimental Program 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

Prior to testing full-scale girders, small-scale panel tests were performed. Findings 

derived from panel testing were used for the full-scale girder testing program.  Panel 

design and testing frame fabrication are presented in the report titled “Development of a 

Testing Frame for Studying the Effects of Ducts on the Shear Capacity of Concrete 

Girders” by Schmidt (2011).  Additional panel investigations are described in Wald 

(2012).  An overview of the test frame and test specimens is presented in this chapter. 

In order to better understand how the presence of a post-tensioning duct affects 

the shear strength of a prestressed girder it was necessary to test a girder at full scale.  

Therefore, two bulb-tee girders were constructed and tested at Ferguson Structural 

Engineering Laboratory (FSEL).  The first of these two girders contained a post-

tensioning duct and the failure of this specimen was compared against that of the second 

specimen which did not contain a duct. 

Two 30-feet Tx46 prestressed bulb-tees girder specimens were fabricated in the 

Ferguson Laboratory and the process is described in this chapter.  A 72-inch wide by 8-

inch thick reinforced concrete deck was built composite with the girders.  The girder with 

the post-tensioning duct had a 3-inch diameter HDPE (plastic) duct installed in the mid-

height of the web.  Both girders were fabricated at separate times starting with the Tx46 

with the plastic duct in the winter of 2011 and the Tx46 control girder in the summer of 

2012.  
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The girders were tested in a simply supported condition girder resting on two 

elastomeric bearing pads with a   point load applied in the center until failure.  The load 

and deflection responses were both measured throughout the test.   

3.2 PANEL AND TESTING FRAME DISCUSSION 

3.2.1 Panel Testing Program Discussion 

The panel testing program consisted of one hundred fabricated concrete 

specimens with several varied parameters.  The panels consisted of 5-inch, 7-inch and 9-

inch thick rectangular sections with length and width of 24-inches by 24-inches.  A 

typical set of fabricated panels can be seen in Figure 3-1.  Panels had plastic and metal 

ducts with a nominal diameter measuring 23
8
, 3, 33

8
, and 4-inches.  All panels had mild 

reinforcement representing the transverse steel.  The arrangement of the through 

thickness reinforcement with respect to the ducts was also investigated.  Furthermore, 

every set had at least two control panels with no variability to compare.  Next the panels 

were compressed to failure by a testing machine designed and fabricated by students at 

the University of Texas at Austin Ferguson Laboratory.  To ensure the accuracy of the 

testing machine, the first set of panels were replicates of the past research performed by 

Muttoni, et al. (2006).  The panels that are referenced in this Tx46 research are the 7-inch 

thick web with the 3-inch plastic duct. 
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Figure 3-1  Concrete panels replicated the web of an I-Girder with a duct  

(Schmidt, 2011) 

3.2.2 Testing Frame Discussion 

The design and fabrication of a testing frame was required because no other 

compressive machine in the laboratory had the load capacity that was needed to crush the 

panels.  It was estimated that a direct compression test of 2,000-kips was required to fail a 

24” x 24” x 9” concrete panel, with  𝑓′𝑐 of 10 ksi.  Therefore a frame was fabricated to 

have two hydraulic rams that have the capability of applying 4,000-kips of load.  A CAD 

drawing is shown below in Figure 3-2.  Each component labeled of the testing frame is 

shown in Figure 3-3.   

The testing frame is a self-reacting frame such that all forces are equilibrated 

within the frame.    The frame consisted of four steel rods on each side (shown in yellow 

in Figure 3-2) which was required to resist the tension forces from the W14 x426 reaction 

girders (shown in blue).  The reaction girders resisted the force produced by the two 

hydraulic rams and the force applied on the concrete panel specimen.  An additional 

W14x426 reaction girder (shown in red) was utilized to uniformly distribute the applied 
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load produced by the two rams on to the concrete panel specimen.  The material and 

dimensional design was thoroughly discussed in the report by Schmidt (2011) and Wald 

(2012). 

 
Figure 3-2 3D Compressive Concrete Panel Loading Frame (Schmidt, 2011) 
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Figure 3-3  Top view of the loading frame with componet labels (Schmidt, 2011) 

The results obtained from the concrete panel testing are presented and thoroughly 

discussed in the research performed by Wald (2012).  The results that are relevant to this 

research in regards to a plastic duct with a 7-inch thick web are presented in Chapter 4 

and are discussed with conclusions in Chapter 5.  

3.3 TX46 TEST SPECIMEN DESIGNS 

Both Tx46 girder specimens were fabricated identically with little to no deviation 

to the cross-sectional area, steel, presstresing strands, and concrete mix design and 

properties.   
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3.3.1 Tx46 Girder Sections 

The two girders used in this testing program were based on the standard 46-inch 

deep version of the TxGirder series (Tx46).  These girders were developed by the Texas 

Department of Transportation (TxDOT) circa 2005, but have been recently updated to 

include larger sections, which will be used for spliced post-tensioned girders.  Although 

the Tx46’s are too small to be used in most post-tensioned spliced girder applications, 

their shear behavior is similar to other large versions of the same girder series.  The 

geometry of the standard Tx46 section is shown in Figure 3-4.  The drawings for the full 

series of TxGirders currently in use as well as the section properties of the Tx46 can be 

found in Appendix A.   

 

 
Figure 3-4 Tx46 Cross section dimensions 
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The girders contain several mild reinforcement arrangements depending on 

location.  The purpose of each reinforcing bar will be discussed in the next few 

paragraphs.  In Figure 3-5, Figure 3-7, and Figure 3-8 the location of each bar within the 

Tx46 cross-section and elevation is shown.  The corresponding dimensions for each mild 

steel reinforcement bar and nomenclature is shown in Figure 3-6 . 

                         

 
     Figure 3-5  Tx46 reinforcement layout  
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Figure 3-6 Girder Reinforcement nomenclature and Dimensions 

 

Both girders utilized standard mild steel rebar for transverse reinforcement, (R 

bar).  As shown in Figure 3-8, the end region of the first 3-feet, the R bars are spaced 3-

inches apart and then transition to 6-inches for the remainder of the girder.  The R bars 

also extend 6-inches above the girder’s top flange to engage with the concrete deck and 

create a composite system as shown in Figure 3-5.   
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Figure 3-7  Plan view of the reinforcement to girder ends, top and bottom flange  

The A and T bars are added for additional tensile reinforcement for the concrete.  

The bars are required for temperature, shrinkage and loading of the girder and are not for 

additional capacity.  Since concrete cracks during curing, the tensile reinforcement 

reduces crack widths.  During loading conditions the top flange A Bars prevent the 

concrete from spalling.   
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Figure 3-8  Girder elevation of reinforcement layout 
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As shown in the bottom of Figure 3-7 and in Figure 3-8, the first three feet of the 

end region of the Tx46 is heavily reinforced.   To better show the image of Figure 3-8, 

the actual reinforcement built-up end is shown in Figure 3-9.  The end region is 

composed of stirrups (R bars), confinement steel (C-bars) and a reinforcement (S-bars) 

for bursting stresses due to release of the prestressing strands (O’Callaghan, 2007).  In 

addition, shown in Figure 3-9 at the bottom flange, there are two square No. 5 U Bars at 

both ends.  The U Bars, C Bars and S Bars are required to prevent bursting in concrete 

from the release of prestressing steel strands (O’Callaghan, 2007).  .   

 

 
Figure 3-9  Image of the Tx46 reinforcement end region  

3.3.2 Tx46 with a plastic duct 

The plastic duct placement can be seen in Figure 3-10 and is shown as the opaque 

circular image at the mid-height of the web or at a center height of 27.5-inches from the 

bottom.  Both Tx46 specimens followed the concrete cover requirements from 

AASHTO’s provisions in Article 5.12.3.  However, the Tx46 with a 3-inch nominal 
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diameter plastic duct has a cover requirement that is stated to be one-half the diameter of 

the duct.   Therefore as illustrated in Figure 3-10 that requirement of 1.5-inches of cover 

is met.  There are no code provisions in regards to the vertical placement of the duct and 

therefore the location was chosen based on having a simple constant height dimension for 

the length of the girder.  However, there is a requirement in duct placement when there 

are ducts adjacent and when positive or negative flexure resistance is required.  However, 

it has been proven in the research by Muttoni et al. (2006) that duct trajectory does not 

affect strength. 

 

 
Figure 3-10 Tx46 with plastic duct cross section dimensions 
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3.3.3 Prestressing Strand Properties and Partial De-bonding 

Both Tx46 specimens utilized 0.5-inch diameter low-relaxation prestressing 

strands with an ultimate strength of 270 ksi.  The strand pattern followed TxDOT 

standards, in regards to cover and spacing, which meets AASHTO 5.10.3.3 guidelines.  

The AASHTO provision 5.10.3.3.1 states the center-to-center spacing for a 0.5-inch 

pretensioning strand is a minimum of 1.75-inches.  The AASSHTO commentary states 

minimum spacing is to ensure adequate surrounding concrete for the strand to transfer 

their prestressing force and reduce the stress concentration to the concrete acting around 

the strand.  As shown in Figure 3-11 the strands are spaced 2-inches apart. 

The strand pattern and quantity was chosen to ensure that the girder would have 

adequate moment capacity that would allow for shear failure.  As shown below in Figure 

3-11, 48-½” steel prestressing strands were used.  Appendix F shows that this flexure 

design produces a moment capacity of 7632 k-ft.  Appendix F also shows the highest 

moment for the girder to resist in the Tx46 control girder which is composed of the self-

weight, load frame and approximate point load required for shear failure.   

The tensile capacity and the elastic modulus of the steel strands were not tested.  

The failure test was dependent on shear capacity and therefore the strands’ assumed 

property strengths were used.  All steel strands run horizontal and therefore it is 

unnecessary to obtain exact values for the strands tensile strength fpu and Ep.  The vertical 

component Vp in Equation 2-6 was not calculated because the strands were not harped. 

To prevent excessive high compressive stresses at the bottom end region of the 

girder due to the prestress force and to also lower the tensile stresses at the top flange, the 

strands were partially de-bonded.  A total of 16 strands were de-bonded for a length of 6-

feet from the end face into the girder.  A spreadsheet was created in determining the 
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amount of strands to de-bond and another one was created in determining the length.  A 

description of these calculations can be found in Section 3.8 and the de-bonded strand 

elongations length calculation can be seen in Appendix D.  The de-bonded strand 

placement can be seen in Figure 3-11. 

 

 
Figure 3-11 Prestressing strand pattern and debonding pattern with dimensions  

(48 total) 

TxDOT allows a maximum of 75% of the strands to be de-bonded and 33% of the 

strands were de-bonded. 

 To partially de-bond the strands a plastic sleeve was wrapped around the steel 

followed by duct tape along the plastic length and just an inch passed the end.  Figure 

3-12 shows an image of a partially de-bonded strand. 

 

  De-bonded to 6’-0” 
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Figure 3-12 Partially de-bonded steel strands 

3.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

This section describes the physical properties of the transverse reinforcement, the 

concrete mix design, and the concrete and grout compressive strength.  To accurately 

model the calculated shear resistance, it is essential to obtain the actual properties of the 

steel reinforcement yield strength and concrete compressive strength.  Each sub section 

goes into detail of the testing method used, followed by the results.  

  

3.4.1 Transverse Reinforcement Properties 

Standard ASTM A370 tests were performed to determine the average yield stress 

and ultimate tensile stress of reinforcement.  Figure 3-13 shows the stress strain graph 

from one of the transverse reinforcement bars.  It can be seen in Figure 3-13, the bar 

followed an elastic-plastic behavior followed by hardening.  Furthermore, it can be seen 

from the same figure that the yielding behavior is typical such that the bar exhibits a 

plateau of constant stress value with an increasing strain. 
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Figure 3-13 ASTM 370 Stress vs. Strain graph for the stirrups in the Tx46 w/plastic 
duct 

Table 3-1 below shows the transverse reinforcement’s average results of yield and 

ultimate stresses.  As expected the yield strength was about 60 ksi, which indicates 

acceptable results.  The stress strain graphs for the transverse reinforcement, “R-bars” 

used in the Tx46 control girder can be seen in the Appendix I. 

 
Table 3-1 Transverse reinforcing bar properties 

Girder Type Bar Size fy (ksi) fu (ksi) 

Tx46 w/Plastic 
Duct 

R – rebar #4 61.6 98.1 

Tx46 Control R – rebar #4 60.2 97.2 
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3.4.2 Concrete Properties 

The concrete design mixtures of the two tested specimens can be seen below in 

Table 3-2.  As required by Texas Department of Transportation, 25% fly ash (by weight 

of total cementitious material) was introduced in both precast concrete mixtures.  In lieu 

of adding water, several ounces of super-plasticizer were used, to achieve the desired 

slump for workability.  
 
Table 3-2  Concrete mixture design 
Material                           Properties                                                         Quantity 
                                                                       Tx46 w/ Plastic Duct    Tx46 Control                  Units 

Cementitious 
Material 

Alamo Gray Type 
III 

600 600 lb/yd³ concrete 

Type F fly Ash 200 200 lb/yd³ concrete 
Coarse Aggregate ½ in. Crushed 

Limestone 
1385 1385 lb/yd³ concrete 

Fine Aggregate River Sand 1500 1500 lb/yd³ concrete 
Water - 180 180 lb/yd³ concrete 

Water/Cement 
Ratio 

- 0.23 0.23 unit less 

Water-Reducer Superplasticizer 5 4 oz/hundred 
weight cement 

Desired Slump - 8 8 Inches 

 

The purpose of the ratios in the mix design was to achieve a high compressive 

strength concrete.  A high strength concrete is desired for spliced girder design for 

several reasons.  This type of bridge will have longer spans, which will require greater 

amounts of prestressing applied to resist positive moment.  As a result, higher tensile and 

compressive stresses will occur due to the prestressing force.  A higher concrete 

compressive strength would allow for higher limits of tensile and compressive stresses.  

In addition, there will be an increased modulus of elasticity due to the higher compressive 
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strength, which will reduce short-term and long-term deflections, (PCI Bridge Design 

Manual, 2004). 

3.4.3 Concrete and Grout Compressive Strength 

The concrete compressive strength was determined in accordance with ASTM 

C39.   The compressive test was performed on the release day of the steel strands and 

also on the day of the girders' testing.  The tests were performed on a concrete cylinder 

with a diameter measuring 4-inches and a height of 8-inches.  The ends of the cylinders 

were capped with neoprene pads to fill any voids in the concrete.  A typical ASTM C39 

test is shown in Figure 3-14.  

 

 
Figure 3-14  Concrete compressive test machine (O’Callaghan 2007) 

 

 Figure 3-14 shows a Forney concrete cylinder testing machine applying a force to 

the cylinder until a crushing failure occurred in the concrete.  The compressive strength 

of the concrete 𝑓′𝑐 was then determined by Equation 3-1. To determine the compressive 
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strength used in equation the average of three cylinder tests was obtained.  Table 3-3 lists 

the average compressive strengths of concrete and grout during prestress transfer and the 

day of shear testing. 

 
    𝒇′𝒄 =  𝑷

𝝅𝑫²/𝟒
      Equation 3-1    

Where: 

   𝑓′𝑐 – Concrete Compressive Stress [psi] 

P – Load [lbs.] 

  D – Diameter of cylinder [in.] 

 
Table 3-3  Concrete & grout compressive strengths 

Girder Compressive 
Strength 

Tx46 w/Plastic Duct 
 𝑓′𝑐 

Tx46 Control 
 𝑓′𝑐 

Units 

 Release strength 6960 7460 psi 
 Day of Test 9700 8690 psi 

Grout 8620 N/A psi 
 

Deck Compressive 
Strength 

 𝑓′𝑐  𝑓′𝑐  

 Day of Test 9900 9950 psi 

 

In regards to the grout, a high compressive strength, pumpable grout was obtained 

by following the Masterflow 1205 manufacture’s specifications.  To achieve a 28 day 

compressive strength greater than 8,000 psi, 1.95 gallons of water was mixed per 55 lbs. 

of grout.  As a result the water to grout ratio is 0.30.  To determine the compressive stress 

of the grout cement, ASTM C 942 test was performed.  The test consisted of filling three 

2-inch by 2-inch square cubes with grout in two layers of equal depth, shown in Figure 

3-15.  Figure 3-16 shows each layer of the grout impacted 16 times with a tamping rod.    
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Figure 3-15  Mold for cube grout specimens 

 

 
Figure 3-16 Rodding the grout   
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3.5 TX46 GIRDER FABRICATION 

Both Tx46 girders were fabricated within the 3.2 million pound prestressing bed 

at the Ferguson Structural Engineering Laboratory, shown below in Figure 3-17.   The 

design and construction of the prestressing bed was part of thesis research work done by 

O’Callaghan (2007).  The following section and sub-section detail the construction 

process of the test specimens. 

 

 
Figure 3-17 FSEL High Capacity Prestressing Bed (O’Callaghan 2007) 

3.5.1 Steel Prestressing Strand and Strand De-slacking 

The fabrication process started by installing the prestressing strands in the bottom 

flange and utilizing two construction prestressing strands in the top flange to build and 

support the steel reinforcement cage.   Then all the strands were de-slacked individually 

to 1.5 kip prior to the mild steel reinforcement installation.  The purpose of de-slacking 

the bottom strands was to avoid any entanglement in the reinforcement or in the strands.  

Adding stress to the top construction top strands was essential because they support the 
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weight of the reinforcement and it was desired to prevent any sagging produced by the 

weight of the steel.  This ensures the locations of the reinforcement are as specified.  The 

de-slacking of the strands was done one by one with a Single Strand Jack and hydraulic 

pump.  To produce a 1.5 kip force, the strands were stressed up to a specific pressure that 

was determined by dividing the force desired by the area of a single strand. 

3.5.2 Reinforcement Cage Assembly 

The design and location of the reinforcement follows that of the Tx46 standard 

design as shown in Appendix A.  No deviation in the design was made during the 

fabrication in either girder.  Once the prestress strands were installed, de-slacked and 

partially de-bonded, then came the assembly of the mild reinforcement.  The 

reinforcement assembly began with the insertion of the transverse reinforcement, R bars.  

Next came the A bars tied to the stirrups, (R bars). No reinforcement was allowed to be 

tied to the prestressing strands because when stressed they would move the mild 

reinforcement out of place.   The S bars were tied to the R bars at the end block only for 

the first 3-feet.  The C bar installation used ½-inch rebar chairs to rest on and was tied to 

the stirrups with long ties.  The U bars came next and were tied to the first stirrup at the 

end region and to the C bars along the U bar’s length. 

Once the reinforcement cage was assembled, the Tx46 with the plastic duct had 

an additional fabrication step compared to the Tx46 control.  The extra step consisted of 

installing two 18-feet, 3-inch HDPE ducts placed in between the stirrups in the web 

section.  The final length was corrected once the end forms were installed.  The plastic 

duct was installed at mid height of the web and dimensions can be seen in Figure 3-10.  

The plastic duct was tied to the stirrups in the end region every six inches and then every 
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twelve inches, which meets the AASHTO LRFD Construction provisions.  The 

completed reinforcement cage and the plastic duct can be seen in Figure 3-18.  An up-

close image of the plastic duct can be seen in Figure 3-19 and the dimensions of the 

material are in Table 3-4, where the material meets AASHTO LFRD Construction 

Requirements §10.8.3. 

 

 
Figure 3-18  Completed reinforcement cage with installed HDPE duct 
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Figure 3-19  Image of the HDPE duct used  
 
Table 3-4 Dimensions of the plastic duct used for the test 

 

 

3.5.3 Formwork 

The girder form is a prefabricated steel mold designed for a standard Tx46 girder.  

The form follows the specified dimensions of the bottom flange, web and top flange.  

Also the outside of the steel form has ridges for an external vibrator connection to 

properly consolidate the concrete.  The width of the bottom flange rest on a smooth steel 

soffit.  The end face of the form is a ¾” plywood with drilled holes that followed the 

prestress strand layout.  The end face plywood was bolted on the forms and the edges 

were sealed with acrylic caulk foam at the strand joints to prevent concrete leaks.  In 

addition, the form was installed after the cage assembly and before steel strand jacking 

for safety purposes in case the strands break.  

Nominal 
Diameter 

Max Outside 
Diameter 

Minimum Outside 
Diameter 

Thickness 

3” 3.5” 3.25” 0.125” 
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3.5.4 Pre-tensioning the Steel Strands 

Following AASHTO 5.9.3 “Stress Limitations for Prestressing Tendons” for Low 

Relaxation Strands, the strands were stressed to 0.75fpu.   Following AASHTO Table 

5.4.4.1-1 for a 0.5-inch low-relaxation strand fpu is 270ksi and 0.75fpu is 202.5 ksi.  To 

achieve this stress, four 400-ton hydraulic rams applied force to the live end block and 

“stretched” the steel strands.  The set up for jacking the bottom strands at live end is 

shown below in Figure 3-20.  To ensure the stressing occurs as expected where no strands 

break or elongate excessively, several checks were performed.  Equation 3-2 shows the 

predicted elongation of a single strand.  Appendix C contains the spreadsheet of strand 

elongation calculations at various stages, which was then compared to the actual 

elongation during stressing.  To obtain actual elongation values, the live end block had 

three linear potentiometers and measured the displacement of the end block.  Three linear 

potentiometers were used to obtain an average for any uneven movement of the end 

block.   

 

 
Figure 3-20  Pretensioning steel strand set up 
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    Δ = 𝑷𝑳
𝑨𝑬

       Equation 3-2 

 

Where:  Δ = elongation [in.] 

  P = average applied force [kips] 

  L = length of strand between end blocks [in.] 

  A = area of strand [in²] 

  E = Young’s modulus of elasticity of steel prestressing strand [ksi] 

    (AASHTO 5.4.4.2 for strand: Ep = 28,500 ksi) 

3.5.5 Prestressed Girder Concrete Cast 

To avoid high ambient temperatures and fast curing of the concrete, both girder 

casts were done in the morning.  Before casting the concrete into the Tx46 form, a slump 

test was performed.  The desired slump of 8-inches was not achieved immediately and in 

lieu of adding water to the mix, superplasticizer was poured into the drum for a total of 5 

oz. for the girder with the plastic duct and 4 oz. to the control girder.  A high slump was 

desired to have good consolidation throughout the heavily reinforced Tx46 with a plastic 

duct.   

As mentioned in Section 3.5.2 the plastic duct was tied to the transverse 

reinforcement every twelve inches in the testing region, which satisfies the 2-ft maximum 

spacing per AASHTO Bridge Construction provisions.  However, to ensure the plastic 

duct remains in place at mid-height of the web throughout the girder during the concrete 

cast, two 0.5-inch strands were stressed as a construction support.  Figure 3-21 shows the 

¾-inch plywood end form with bolts connecting it to the side medal forms.   
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Figure 3-21 Stressing of strands in the plastic duct 

 

Furthermore, the image shows a steel bracket bolted to the plywood form with 

strands pulled through the plastic duct and the bracket plate.  The strands are held in 

place at both ends with chucks.  Prior to the concrete girder casting the strands were 

stressed to 1 kip.  Then once the concrete reached a 𝑓′𝑐𝑖 of 6376 psi, as shown in Table 

3-5, the pretensioning strands and plastic duct construction strands were released.   

As shown in Figure 3-22, the concrete was poured into the Tx46 form from an 

overhead bucket.  Concrete was evenly poured in segments throughout the length 

followed by external vibrating.  Several more passes went along the length of the 

concrete until it was flush with the medal form’s top surface.   
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Figure 3-22 Concrete placement 

 

During that time internal vibrators were used to obtain good consolidation of the 

concrete mix as shown in Figure 3-23.  The top surface of the concrete was screeded 

level with a 2x4 block of wood and troweled the concrete surface smooth.  The girder 

was then covered in plastic sheets to prevent excessive drying on the exposed surface to 

reduce plastic shrinkage cracking. 
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Figure 3-23  Concrete vibration for consolidation 

 

3.5.6 Temperature Monitoring 

To accurately match the concrete release and design strengths and because 

concrete has exothermic properties match-curing (Sure Cure) cylinders were utilized.  

Therefore, prior to casting the concrete girder, a thermocouple wire with a temperature 

sensor was installed onto the rebar reinforcement 5-feet from the end face.  Figure 3-24 

shows the insulated 4-inch by 8-inch match cure cylinders used.  The rate of hydration 

can be correlated to concrete strength and since the girder contains more mass the rate of 

hydration occurs faster.  Therefore, the girder reaches a compressive strength faster than 
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the cylinders.  To match the heat, the thermocouple sends the temperature reading to the 

main computer controller, shown in Figure 3-25, which then increases or maintains the 

heat of the sure cure cylinders.  The heat stays at a constant temperature due to the 

insulation surrounding the cylinder.  The purpose for this system is to be notified of the 

exact time the concrete release strength has been obtained and therefore increases the 

efficiency of prestressed girder production.  The temperature and approximate strength is 

then monitored on the main computer controller.  When the strength is seen to achieve 

the release compressive strength 𝑓′𝑐𝑖, three Sure-Cure cylinders are tested to verify their 

strength.  At that time, the forms are removed and the steel strands are released.   

 

 
Figure 3-24  Concrete cylinders being rodded 

 

Sure-Cure cylinders 
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Figure 3-25  Main computer controller and surrounding Sure-Cure cylinders (Moore, 

2010) 

3.5.7 Prestress Strand Release 

Once the concrete reached the compressive release strength 𝑓′𝑐𝑖 = 6376 psi, the 

pressure to hydraulic rams was slowly released.  By gradually releasing the pressure in 

the rams, it allows for a uniform and static compression force to be applied to the bottom 

flange due to the prestressing force.  An immediate release would introduce dynamic 

effects and would induce a larger force and possibly damage the concrete.  The required 

and actual release strengths of 𝑓′𝑐𝑖 are shown in Table 3-5.  The allowable stresses are 

obtained from AASHTO 2012 §5.9.4.  Initially the Tx46 with the plastic duct  𝑓′𝑐𝑖 was 

6040psi one day after the girder was cast and so the strands were not released.  The 𝑓′𝑐𝑖, 

was then adequate on day 2 as listed in Table 3-5.   

To determine the needed 𝑓′𝑐𝑖, it was based on the allowable tensile and 

compressive stresses and the stresses produced by the prestressing of the steel strands.  

The controlling stress is the tensile stress which would have required  𝑓′𝑐𝑖  of 13,080 psi.  

However, the girder was over designed in flexure capacity to ensure a shear failure.  

Therefore, the amount strands can-not be reduced to stay under the tensile limit and so it 

was exceeded, which caused cracking to the top flange of the girder.  Since it was known 
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the girder will crack at the top, the needed  𝑓′𝑐𝑖 was then based on meeting the 

compressive stress limit.  It was essential to meet the compressive stress limit to ensure 

the concrete will not burst or crush due to the prestressing strands.   

 
Table 3-5 Allowable compressive and tensile stress and required release strength 

Description Max 

Compressive 

Stress 

-0.65𝑓′𝑐𝑖    

[ksi] 

Max Tensile 

Stress 

0.24�𝑓′𝑐𝑖   

[ksi] 

Needed 𝑓′𝑐𝑖 

based on 

compressive 

stress limits 

[psi] 

Actual 𝑓′𝑐𝑖 

[psi] 

Tx46 w/Plastic 

Duct 

-4.145 0.868 6376 6960 

Tx 46 Control -4.145 0.868 6376 7460 

 𝑓′𝑐𝑖  based on 

the limits 

6.376 13.080   

 

A spreadsheet was developed to determine the top and bottom stresses based on 

the prestressing strands.  To determine the maximum stresses through the length of the 

girder, Equation 3-3 and Equation 3-4 were utilized.  Appendix E shows a graph with the 

results of the development of the compressive and tensile stresses throughout the girder.  

The results also take into account the 6-feet of de-bonding the strands at the ends, which 

reduced the compressive stresses at the end of the girder. 

 
   ftop = - 𝑷

𝑨𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔
 + 𝑷𝒆𝒑(𝑯−𝒚𝒃𝒕𝒎)

𝑰𝒈𝒊𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓
 - 𝑴𝒔𝒘(𝑯−𝒚𝒃𝒕𝒎)

𝑰𝒈𝒊𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓
   Equation 3-3  
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   fbottom = - 𝑷
𝑨𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔

 - 𝑷𝒆𝒑(𝑯−𝒚𝒃𝒕𝒎)
𝑰𝒈𝒊𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓

 + 𝑴𝒔𝒘(𝑯−𝒚𝒃𝒕𝒎)
𝑰𝒈𝒊𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓

   Equation 3-4 

where:    P = Prestress force from the steel strands [kips] 

   𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 = Gross area of the concrete section [in.²] 

                                   𝑒𝑝= distance between the strands to the centroid [in.] 

H = Height of the girder [in.]     

 𝑦𝑏𝑡𝑚= centroid of the girder with respect to the bottom [in.] 

   𝑀𝑠𝑤= Moment of the girder due to its self-weight [kip-in.] 

𝐼𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟= Moment of inertia of the girder [in.⁴] 

3.5.8 Concrete deck 

The fabrication of the deck started at the end stage of the Tx46 girder cast.  The 

top flange of the girder ultimately acts as the primary support in the decks formwork.  

Metal inserts were installed at the girder’s top flange, shown below in Figure 3-26.  The 

inserts allowed for threaded rods to be screwed into the inserts as shown in Figure 3-27.  

Grease was applied around the threading at the insert and rod connection as well the 

upper portion of the rod.  The grease was applied to allow for removal of the rod and the 

grease is the bond breaker from the rod and concrete.  The metal inserts will be 

permanently cast into the girder and will be used only once and the rods will be used over 

again since there is a plan for a simple removal. 
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Figure 3-26  Metal insert installed on the top flange of the girder 

 

 
Figure 3-27  Threaded rods with grease screwed into the metal inserts 

 

The rods then connect metal supports that brace the wood form and will hold up 

the concrete deck during the curing process.  Figure 3-28 shows the metal brackets 

connected to the threaded rod with a base plate and nut. The bracket is needed since the 

concrete deck will overhang past the flanges of the girder by eighteen inches on both 

sides.  To represent the girder in an actual bridge, an 8-inch slab deck is cast on the girder 
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with an effective width of 72-inches.  Figure 3-29 shows an image of the wooden form 

that is supported by the brackets and will then support the future concrete deck flush with 

the top flange of the girder.   

 

 
Figure 3-28  Metal brackets to support future form               

 

 
Figure 3-29  Wooden form supported by brackets  
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In regards to the Tx46 deck, the wood platform and steel reinforcement can be 

seen in Figure 3-30 and is flush with the top flange of the girder.  To form the deck, metal 

I-girders rest around the perimeter of the wood deck.  The reinforced concrete deck is 6-ft 

wide and 8-inches thick. 

 

 
Figure 3-30  Reinforcement, metal perimeter forms, and the wood platforms in 

preparation of the concrete deck cast 

 

 
Figure 3-31 Tx46 w/plastic duct and reinforced deck ready for concrete cast 
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To move the Tx46 girder from the fabrication location to the testing area the 

following steps were taken.  There were four PVC pipes that were placed into the deck 

form flush with the floor.  These pipes allowed for a cylindrical void in the overhanging 

portion in the deck which allowed for an all thread screw to be inserted through and 

bolted.  The bolts were then connected on the top surface of the deck to steel lifting 

loops.  The loops then had lifting straps pulled through and were connected to the 

overhead crane. 

 Figure 3-32 shows the concrete cast of the deck and followed the same process as 

the concrete cast, which includes vibrating, screeding and hand troweling flush. 

 

 
Figure 3-32  Concrete cast of the deck and vibrating for adequate consolidation 

3.5.9 Grouting 

To mimic the field practice of post tensioned girders, the plastic duct was grouted. 

Grout is commonly used to protect the steel strands.  In addition, the grout acts as a very 

stiff material and allows for compression stress transfer (Muttoni, et. al., 2006).  
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Furthermore, based on panel test it has been observed that grouted ducts have higher 

capacity compared to an un-grouted duct.  In this experiment, the plastic duct had twelve 

0.5-inch steel prestressing strands installed into the duct and then was grouted following 

the established recommended procedures to ensure no air bubbles or voids.  However, as 

in the panel program testing, the Tx46 with the plastic duct steel strands were not 

stressed.  The following references utilized are (FDOT, 2002), (FHWA, 2004), 

(AASHTO Design, 2012) (AASHTO Construction, 2011) and (ASBI, 2012).  The 

references indicate the procedure and tests required when grouting a post tensioned duct.   

The laboratory had available a combined grout mixer and pump to thoroughly mix 

the grout and water.  In addition, hand drills with connected mixer ends were used to 

obtain a fluid, un-clumped grout mix.  The pump was used to inject the grout into the 

duct with two pressure gauges to indicate the flow pressure and sealed pressure. 

3.5.9.1 Grout Vents 

An intermediate mid length vent is recommended for ducts lengths greater than 

150 feet or if there is a 20 inch change in elevation in the duct profile (FHWA, 2004). 

The Tx46 girder with a plastic duct is 30 feet in length.  And although, the specimen 

tested does not have such lengths, an intermediate vent was installed to ensure no air 

voids remained in the plastic duct during grouting as shown in Figure 3-33.  The vents 

were connected to the couples prior to connecting the side metal forms and before the 

concrete girder cast. 
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Figure 3-33  Plastic tube vent installed at the center of the girder 

3.5.9.2 Duct Sealing 

To ensure an adequate seal, the ducts had any dirt and oil wiped off and cleaned.  

To seal the cap for the specimen, a mold of the duct was made of grout approximately 4-5 

inches in length and inserted and bonded with silicone adhesive and then had heat shrink 

sleeve installed as shown in Figure 3-34.  An end plate was also constructed and 

connected to rods that were epoxy bonded into the girder’s end face.  An additional 

measure of “Gorilla” glue tape was added for a tertiary sealant measure.  During the grout 

pumping process, a thin layer of grout seeped out, but the amount was small enough that 

no voids were formed within the duct. 
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Figure 3-34  Actual sealed duct north and south end faces 

3.5.9.3 Flow Cone Test 

The flow cone test determines if the grout is fluid with no solids that would cause 

an uneven flow or even stop the flow during pumping (ASTM C939-10, 2011).  The test 

procedure requires a 1725 ML of grout to be poured through a ½ inch inner diameter tube 

under 35 seconds.  Figure 3-35 below shows a typical cross section to be used to perform 

the “flow cone test”. 
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Figure 3-35  Cross section of flow cone for grout mix consistency 

3.5.9.4 Specimen Grout Injection 

The injection grout flow inlet pressure ranged from 30 psi to 50 psi and never 

exceeded 75 psi.  Too much pressure increases the flow rate of the grout and would result 

in turbulent flow consisting of air voids and water (FDOT, 2002).  Also an increased 

pressure would indicate a clog.  To avoid air bubbles and voids the injection process 

required bleeding and burping.  To bleed the system, 2 gallons of grout was discharged 

during the initial pumping as shown below in Figure 3-36.  This discharge allows for 

good consistent grout.  Once 2 gallons was reached the vent was sealed.   The grout was 

continued to be pumped until full and the pressure read 75 psi, then locked and held for 2 

minutes.  At this time, a leak was found but quickly sealed.  To remove any air bubbles 

entrapped in the system, the grout was burped, which is done by locking in the grout 

pressure to 10 psi for 10 minutes and opening and releasing the air/moisture from the 
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vent.  The vents were then closed and the pressure of the grout was raised to 35 psi and 

locked. 

 

 
Figure 3-36  Bleeding initial grout to remove air voids out of the grout 

3.5.9.5 Grout Compressive Strength 

Finally, during the grout injection process, cube specimens of the grout were 

taken.  By following Masterflow water to grout ratio specifications the grout cube 

strength reached a compressive greater than 8000 psi at 28 days as shown in Table 3-3. 

3.6 TX46 GIRDER TESTING PROGRAM 

This section describes in detail the support materials, the method in obtaining the 

load and deflection responses and a description of the applied point load.  As mentioned 

earlier the test setup of Tx46 girder consisted of a simply supported condition.  The 
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girders rested on two elastomeric bearing pads and the load was applied at the center of 

the girders.   

3.6.1 Support Conditions 

The bearing conditions of the test simualted a simply supported condition; 

elastomeric steel reinforced bearing pads were used for that purpose.  By using such a 

pad it allows for movement in the horizontal direction and releases rotations.  Table 3-6 

shows the dimensions of the bearing pad based on the TxDOT standard that is adequate 

to support a Tx46 prestressed girder with a 0⁰ skew angle.  However, due to the future 

testing of Tx62 girders, larger elastomeric pads were required.  Therefore, the pad 

dimensions are 9 x 21-inches.  The actual elastomeric pad used in the test can be seen in 

Figure 3-37. 
 
Table 3-6 TxDOT Elastomeric Bearing Data, June 2007 

Elastomeric Bearing Data Table 

Bent Type Girder 

Type 

Bearing 

Type 

Girder End 

Skew Angle 

Range 

Pad Size           

Lgth x Wdth 

Pad Clip 

Dimensions 

“A” “B” 

Abutments, 

Inverted-T 

and 

Transition 

Bents with 

Backwalls 

Tx46 G-1-“N” 0° thru 21° 8” x 21” ------ ------ 

Tx62 G-5-“N” 0° thru 21° 9” x 21” 

------ ------ 
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Figure 3-37 Actual 9” x 21” elastomeric bearing pad used in testing 

3.6.2 Deflection 

To measure the deflection six linear potentiometers (L-Pots) were used, on both 

faces of the girder at the supports and as well as under the point load at the center.  The 

location of the potentiometers at the supports is shown in Figure 3-38 .  Metal plates were 

attached to the bottom surface of the girder’s bottom flange with a hardener and resin.  

The L-Pot was then placed in contact with plate and would measure the change in 

movement of the plates, shown in Figure 3-39.  The reason for six L-pots was to take the 

average of both sides of the L-Pots at each location in case there was any rotation during 

loading.  Then the difference was taken between the center deflection and at the supports 

to remove the deflection of the elastomeric bearing pads.  The data deflection obtained 

from the “L-Pots”, will be shown in the "Results" section of Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-38  Set-up of the “L-Pots” at the supports and center of the girder on both 
faces 

 
Figure 3-39 Up close image of the “L-Pot” 

 

“L-Pot” 
“L-Pot” 
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3.6.3 Loading 

Figure 3-40 shows a CAD image of the testing configuration.  Then   Figure 3-42 

and Figure 3-43 show the actual test set up of the Tx46 with the plastic duct and the Tx46 

control respectively.   

 

 
Figure 3-40  Typical CAD image of the test set up 

 

To obtain accurate results and fail the girder in shear, a point load was the simple 

choice and is shown in Figure 3-41.   

Support Rods Testing specimen 

Reinforced 

concrete strong floor 

Reaction “red” beams 
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Figure 3-41  Test region contains transverse reinforcement spaced at 6-inches 

 

The configuration consists of a reinforced strong floor base with approximately 4-

inch hole openings to the ground floor.  The openings allow for steel rods to be placed 

through and balance equilibrium from the force outputted by the point load.  In regards to 

the Tx46 with a plastic duct, six rods were used in total, three on each side.  Prior to 

testing the Tx46 control, a Tx62 with a plastic duct was tested in shear and required 

larger reaction beams, (colored in red Figure 3-40).  As a result of changing out the 

reaction beams, only four rods were used, with two on each.  Therefore, the load frame 

changed and increased the weight acting on the Tx46 control. 
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The strong floor was designed to support 800 kips of force (O’Callaghan 2007).  

The rods then support two beams (colored in red in Figure 3-40), which in turn reacts 

against the steel blue beam, and it is transverse to the testing specimen. The blue beam 

then reacts against the hydraulic ram.  The ram has a 2-million pound capacity.  The ram 

was then connected to a pump that forces a hydraulic fluid pressure to extend the ram and 

apply load onto the girder.  In addition, the ram was connected to a pressure transducer 

that outputs the results and converts the value to a force applied from the ram.   

To ensure a level smooth force subjected on the girder, a square area of 26-inch 

by 24-inch by approximately 1-inch thick of hydro-stone was poured onto the girder 

directly and was formed by perimeter of 2x4 blocks of wood.  Spherical plates then rested 

on the hydro-stone and another was connected to the ram to produce a point load onto the 

girder. 
 

 
Figure 3-42 Actual set up of the test Tx46 w/Plastic Duct 

Hydraulic Pressure Ram 

Reaction “blue” beam 
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Figure 3-43 Actual set up of the test Tx46 Control 

3.7 SUMMARY 

In summary, the research began with an investigation of small-scale concrete 

panel specimens that represent the web portion of the bulb-tee girder.  A testing frame 

was designed and fabricated at FSEL to fail these concrete panels under compressive 

loading.  The panel specimens consisted of many variables with most relevant 

configurations to the full-scale tests having7-in. thickness and containing plastic ducts.   

Two full-scale girders were constructed and tested. One of the girders has a post-

tensioning plastic duct and the other was the control.  The design of the full scale 

specimens followed the design of the Tx-Girder series.  To ensure a shear failure to 

determine the girder’s actual shear capacity the girder was overdesigned in flexure.  

Initially, compressive and tensile stresses within the girder exceeded allowable AASHTO 

Larger reaction “yellow” beams 
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limits.  To reduce the compressive stresses the girder required de-bonding and then only 

the tensile limits were exceeded.     

The girder tested contained a 3-inch plastic duct placed mid height of the web 

region.  The plastic duct was grouted and contained twelve non-stressed prestressing 

stands.  The test performed was a point loaded simply span set up.  The test measured the 

applied loading and deflection that was required to fail the girder.   
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CHAPTER 4  

Test Results 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Prior to discussing the results to the girder testing, results of the concrete panel 

testing performed at the University of Texas at Austin Ferguson Laboratories will be 

discussed.  Panel tests investigated many test variables that are useful to interpreting the 

effects of post-tensioning ducts.   

Test results are presented and discussed in this chapter for the Tx46 girders.  

Reported test results include notes on the cracks and other commentary noted prior to the 

test, during the test and at failure.  In addition, images of the crack orientation are 

illustrated in several figures.  The results that will be presented are a shear vs. deflection 

diagram, tables of the calculated shear resistance with respect to various k-factors, 

followed by a graph of calculated shear with the corresponding k-factors.  Lastly, there 

are two graphs of the Tx46 control and Tx46 with the plastic duct comparing the shear 

resistance and the total shear applied throughout the length of the girder. 

4.2 OVERVIEW OF PANEL TESTING PROGRAM 

The objective of the small scale panel research was to determine the effects of 

duct material, duct size, reinforcement placement, with and without grout. Although a full 

description of panel testing program is outside of the scope of this thesis the major 

findings are as follows: 
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• Well-distributed and efficiently placed through thickness reinforcement 

that extends through the member thickness above and below the duct 

improves crushing capacity 

• The compressive strength of a plastic ducted panel is significantly less 

than that of a steel ducted panel 

• The reduction in the strength of a plastic ducted panel is due, in large part, 

to the low bond between a plastic duct and the surrounding concrete  

• Results of several concrete panels with a 7-inch thick web and plastic duct 

diameters of 2-3/8, 3 and 3-3/8 inches are shown in Table 4-1 (Wald 

2012). 

 

 
Table 4-1 Comparison of the 7-inch thick panel with the 3-inch plastic duct diameter 
results to Tx46 w/duct girder (Wald, 2012) 

Specimen fconcrete [ksi] fgrout [ksi] [in.] Nominal δ 𝛈𝑫 
P7-8 10.62 4.86 2.375 0.339 0.43 
P3-3 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.37 
P3-4 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.36 
P3-6 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.35 
P4-5 8.17 4.66 3 0.429 0.39 
P9-3 10.19 6.25 3 0.429 0.35 
P8-3 11.16 5.98 3.375 0.482 0.28 

 

The two variables which hold the most significance in the girder testing program 

are at the presence of through thickness reinforcement and the reduction in strength 

between plastic and a steel ducted panel is due to the low bond between the plastic duct 

and the surrounding concrete.  The first variable, the influence of through thickness 

reinforcement, is avoided in this girder testing program by supporting the duct externally 
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as is explained in Section 3.5.5.  The second variable, the reduction in strength due to a 

plastic post-tensioning duct, is the primary variable explored in the Tx46 shear tests and 

will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

4.3 TX46 GIRDER SHEAR TEST OBSERVATIONS 

Prior to applying any load, all initial cracks were marked in black.  Initial cracks 

were due to the release force from prestressing of the strands which caused tensile cracks 

in the top flange and spalling effects at the end region.   

The girders were simply supported with a 3.5-feet overhang and point loaded at 

mid-span.  The test configuration is shown in Figure 4-1 and the actual test set up is 

shown in Figure 4-2. Both test performed well by failing in shear with no unexpected 

issues.  The girders were both loaded in 100 kip increments with all new and existing 

cracks marked or extended to the corresponding load written in kips. 

 
Figure 4-1 Elevation view of the testing configuration  
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Figure 4-2 Actual test set up of the Tx46 control  

4.3.1 Shear Test Observations of the Tx46 Control 

As mentioned all release cracks were marked; the majority of these were found to 

be along the top flange transverse to the length of the girder as shown in Figure 4-3 with 

the actual girder on the left and an image of the cracks highlighted on the right.  The top 

cracks indicate flexure cracks from the prestressing inducing a cambering effect.  In 

addition, initial cracks were found at the end region of the girder.  

 

   
Figure 4-3 Elevation view of Tx46 control initial cracks to the top flange and 
highlighted cracks 
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Shear cracking initiated at 150-kips of applied load.  The crack formation was in 

the web region, near the supports and traveled diagonally towards the applied load.  At a 

shear of 200-kips, cracks extended to the bottom flange and began traveling along the 

length of the bottom flange to web interface towards the end of the girder.  This crack 

direction became more apparent when the shear loading reached 250-kips.  At 250-kips to 

300-kips the diagonal cracks grew until they extended from the top to bottom flange as 

shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

  
Figure 4-4  Highlighted images of Tx46 Control with cracks at 300-kip shear load 

 

Approximately at a shear of 390 kips a popping sound was heard from the girder. 

The sound most likely indicated the initiation of prestress strands anchorage failure.  

Cracks continued to travel diagonally towards the bottom flange at 400 kips nearly 

reaching the bottom face of the girder.  Flexure cracks appeared in the bottom flange at 

the shear load of approximately 450 kips.  At 500 kips in shear, the cracks traveled across 

the transverse length of the bottom flange.  The girder failed at a shear of 513 kips; the 

bottom flange concrete at the strands split apart as shown in Figure 4-5.  The measured 

length of the split concrete is 6-feet from the south end, exactly at the location of the de-
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bonded strands, most likely indicating a shear induced anchorage failure.  The underside 

of the bottom flange is shown in Figure 4-6. 

 

 

    
Figure 4-5 Failed elevation view of the Tx46 control with highlighted cracks 

 

   
Figure 4-6 Underside view of the bottom flange Tx46 control and highlighted cracks 
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4.3.2 Tx46 with Plastic Duct Testing Observations 

The Tx46 with the plastic duct as stated previously had all initial release cracks 

marked prior to applying load.  Cracks were found around the duct area on the end face 

and on the end region of both faces on each ends.  Cracks were also observed on the top 

flange edge face traveling to the web.  The top flange cracks start approximately above 

the supports but are more repetitive around 6-feet into the girder. 

A thorough investigation of cracks began at a shear loading of 100 kips but no 

cracks were found.  Then at 150 kips in shear, the first cracks were noted in the web at 

the same height as the post-tensioning duct.  Theses cracks were diagonal and were 

considered to be shear cracks, but they did not come with the “popping” sound that 

typically accompanies initial shear cracking in pretension girders.  The cracks were 

spaced at regular 8-inch intervals and began at the support and continued until around 2-

feet from the load point.  At a shear of 250 kips, a loud pop was heard from the girder but 

there was no visual damage to correlate with the sound.   

Throughout the testing, three cracks were measured to be 0.01-inches in width at 

a shear of 250 kips.  At 325 kips in shear, two of the three crack widths grew to 

approximately 0.013-inches and one stayed constant.  At 350 kips of shear loading, all 

three cracks were measured to be 0.01-inches.  This reduction in crack width was likely 

due to faulting along the cracks.  No flexure cracks were found on the bottom flange 

throughout the entire loading.  The girder then failed by web crushing at an applied shear 

load of 443 kips.   

All diagonal cracks occurred only in the web region.  Also spalling and 

delamination of the web concrete observed at the height of the duct.  An image of the 
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failure is shown in Figure 4-7.  Few cracks were observed within 1-foot of the load point 

and were not seen anywhere in the overhanging region beyond the support.  

 

 
Figure 4-7 Image of the Tx46 w/Duct (North West face) with crack highlighted in 

color 

 

Figure 4-8 shows a clear visual of the cracks orientation and location throughout 

the northwest half of the girder.  As shown in Figure 4-8 all cracks are oriented with a 

diagonal inclination with the direction from the support towards the point load. 

 

 
Figure 4-8 Outline of the Tx-46 w/Duct (North West face) with only dimensions and 

highlighted damage 
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4.4 TX46 RESULTS 

The failure load to induce web crushing of the Tx46 girder with the plastic duct 

was 465 kips.  The shear failure of the Tx46 control girder was 533 kips.  The shear vs. 

deflection plot during testing is illustrated in Figure 4-9.  Note that the shear applied does 

not pass through the origin.  Shear was induced earlier prior to testing due to the self-

weight of the girder and load frame weight.  As it is shown in the plot of Figure 4-9 the 

Tx46 with the plastic duct failed at a lower shear and was stiffer than the Tx46 control.  

The Tx46 control 𝑓′𝑐 was less than the Tx46 with the plastic duct 𝑓′𝑐, which would make 

the Tx46 plastic duct specimen stiffer than the other. As a result, there is less stiffness in 

the Tx46 control allowing for more deflection.   
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4.5 RESULTS 

 
Figure 4-9 Graph of applied shear vs. deflection 

4.5.1 Calculated Shear Resistance and Shear Applied at Failure 

The nominal shear resistance of the member is calculated following AASHTO 

LRFD 2012 General Procedure §5.8.3.4, as shown in Equation 4-1.  An excel spreadsheet 

was created and utilized to perform the calculation with iterations between θ, β, and 𝜀𝑠 to 

determine the critical section distance at which concrete web crushing will occur.   The 

spreadsheet input and results are shown in Appendix F.  Listed in Table 4-3 and Table 

4-3 is a summary of the calculated shear capacities of the Tx46 control and Tx46 with 

plastic duct with the various k-factors as referenced in Section 2.4. 
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It is shown in Table 4-2, that the Tx46 control ratio Vtest/Vn is 1.02.  Therefore, 

the AASHTO 2012 LRFD general shear resistance estimate was nearly the same as the 

actual shear required for failure.   

As for the Tx46 with plastic duct, the ratio values of Vtest/Vn listed in Table 4-3 

indicates that shear capacity is not accurately predicted until a k-factor of 1 is used.  The 

specified AASHTO 2012 general shear k-factor of 0.25, results in an un-conservative 

Vtest/Vn ratio of 0.90.  Furthermore, the AAHTO 2012 provision for segmental shear 

design specifies a k-factor of 0.5 and again results in an un-conservative Vtest/Vn of 0.93.  

Therefore, the AASHTO 2012 LRFD general shear k-factor provision does not fit the 

shear failure value in the test performed for the Tx46 with a 3-inch plastic duct and 8-

inch deck. 

 
Table 4-2 Tx46 control shear resistance calculation 

Tx46 Control Summary , 𝑽𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕 = 533.3 [kips] 

k bv[in] Vc[kips] Vs[kips] limit Vn[kips] % Reduction 
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑉𝑛�  

0 7 166.1 358.6 0.2 524.7 0.00% 1.02 
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Table 4-3 Tx46 w/plastic duct shear resistance calculation with various k-factors 

Tx46 with Plastic Duct Summary, 𝑽𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕 = 465.1[kips] 

k bv[in] Vc[kips] Vs[kips] limit Vn[kips] % Reduction 
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑉𝑛�  

0 7 173.7 357.9 0.2 531.7 0.00% 0.87 

0.25 6.25 156.5 358.5 0.2 515.0 3.14% 0.90 

0.5 5.5 139.0 359.0 0.2 498.0 6.33% 0.93 

0.75 4.75 121.2 359.6 0.2 480.8 9.57% 0.97 

1 4 103.2 360.3 0.3 459.9 13.51% 1.01 

1.2 3.4 91.2 362.6 0.3 390.9 26.48% 1.19 

1.4 2.8 78.2 365.0 0.3 321.9 39.45% 1.44 

 

From the data in Table 4 3, a graph is plotted of the calculated nominal shear 

resistance, Vn vs. the various k-factors and is shown in Figure 4 10.  In addition the graph 

includes the actual shear required to fail the girder and is labeled as Vtest.  From the 

graph it is illustrated that at the intersection of the Vn to Vtest the k-factor is 

approximately 1.  The significance of this intersection is that this is also the value at 

which the calculation of nominal shear resistance Vn, shown in Equation 4-1 changes to 

limit of AASHTO’s 2012 LRFD stress limit shown in Equation 4-2.   
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Figure 4-10  Tx46 with plastic duct graph of shear vs. k-factor 

 

 
  Vn = Vc + Vs + Vp       Equation 4-1   

                = 0.0316 β�𝑓′𝑐 bw dv + 𝐴𝑣𝑓𝑦
𝑠  dv cotϴ + Vp    

 
  𝑽𝒏 = 0.25 f’cbvdv  + Vp      Equation 4-2  

As the k-factor increases, shown in Figure 4-10 the calculated shear resistance Vn  

decreases and produces a more conservative result when compared to the tested strength 

of the girder.  At the stress limit, Vn is significantly affected by the k-factor which affects 

the 𝑏𝑣 term.  Prior to the 0.25fc’ limit in Equation 4-2 the calculated nominal shear 

resistance, Vn does not vary much with respect to the k-factor since the calculated shear 
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capacity includes a 𝑉𝑠 term.  The “% Reduction” column provided in Table 4-3 quantifies 

this change in calculated shear resistance with respect to a k-factor.  The significant 

change in reduction is due to Vs no longer included in Equation 4-2 and with the change 

bv due to the k-factor applied the calculated shear resistance is affected. 

4.5.2 Tx46 Comparison of the actual shear failure to the shear resistance 

The graphs shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 is a visual comparison of the 

actual shear at failure to the calculated shear resistance.  The figures illustrate the shear 

vs. the distance within the girder starting with the far end traveling to the center, which is 

also the location of the applied shear load.  Figure 4-11 represents the control girder and 

Figure 4-12 represents the girder with the plastic duct.   
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Figure 4-11 Tx46 control comparison of the actual shear failure to the shear resistance 
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Figure 4-12 Tx46 w/plastic duct comparison of the actual shear failure to the shear       
resistance with a K-factor of 0.25 

 

The applied shear acting on the girder consist of the girder and deck self-weight, 

test frame weight, steel rod weight, and the applied shear load.  The only shear acting on 

the girder from the end of the girder at 0-feet to the support at 3.5-feet is the girder self-

weight and the shear negative slope is due to the girder self-weight.  

Both girders had an approximate critical section location calculated of 51.9-inches 

from the support or 7.825-feet from the girder’s end face. The critical section is the 

approximate location of failure.  The critical section is where the comparison is made of 

the actual shear failure load to the calculated shear resistance. 
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4.5.2.1 Tx46 Control Comparison 

The control girder steel shear reinforcement follows the Tx46 standards as shown 

in Appendix A.  The first 3-feet of the girder end has more transverse reinforcement 

spaced at a closer distance, which increases the shear resistance to 718 kips.  The shear 

resistance did increase to a higher value due to the increase in transverse reinforcement, 

but was limited by Equation 4-2.  As result, there is an increased shear resistance within 

the end of the girder compared to the remaining interior section of the girder.  The test 

region of the girder spans from the support spaced 3.5-feet from the end.  The remainder 

of the girder's nominal shear resistance past 3-feet is 525 kips and does not change within 

the test region. 

As it is shown in Figure 4-11 of the control girder, the nominal shear resistance, 

of 525 kips was calculated to be lower than the actual shear failure of 533 kips, which is a 

1% difference.  Therefore, the AASHTO LRFD shear strength calculation method 

produced an accurate and slightly conservative value for shear resistance. 

4.5.2.2 Tx46 with Plastic Duct Comparison 

In regards to the girder with plastic duct illustrated in Figure 4-12, its nominal 

shear resistance is 515 kips.  The value of 515 kips for shear resistance was reduced by 

the k-factor of 0.25 to account for a plastic duct with grout as specified in AASHTO 

general shear provisions.  The k-factor modified the web width to an effective web width 

of 6.25-inches.  The shear failure load was 465 kips at the critical section.  Therefore, the 

AASHTO LRFD calculated shear resistance did not prove to be conservative and the 

girder failed at a shear 10% lower than predicted.  Furthermore, the calculated shear 

resistance without applying a k-factor as shown in Table 4-3 is 532 kips.   The calculated 
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shear resistance is 13% greater than the actual load at which shear failure occurred in   

the girder.  By applying an increasing k-factor to modify the web the shear resistance 

does approach the actual shear failure as shown in Table 4-3. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

Tests were performed on small scale panels under compressive loading and two 

full-scale girders were tested to shear failure.  The objective of the panel testing program 

was to determine the effects of duct material, size, reinforcement placement and grout.  

From the panel testing program the following results were obtained: the through 

thickness reinforcement above and below the duct improves capacity, panels with plastic 

ducts have less compressive strength than steel ducted panels, which can be attributed to 

the reduced bond between the concrete and the plastic.  Finally, the average η𝐷 for a 7-

inch thick web concrete panel with a plastic duct is 0.35, or 65% shear strength capacity 

compared to the control panel.  

In the transitional full scale testing of the Tx46 girders all crack were highlighted 

prior to applying any load.  Both girders had flexural cracks in the center top flange 

region and at the ends upper region of the web and top flange prior to testing.   

The Tx46 control girder began to exhibit shear cracking in the web at a shear load 

of 150 kips.  Diagonally shear cracks continued to appear and extended from the web to 

the top and bottom flange interface.  The girder failed at a shear of 533 kips in shear 

induced anchorage failure.  Major cracks and a concrete split appeared in the bottom 

flange at the de-bonded strand location.  The calculated shear resistance from AASHTO 

LRFD method is 525 kips a conservative 1% difference from the actual shear failure 

value. 
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In the shear testing of the Tx46 with the plastic duct, web diagonal cracks 

appeared at a shear of 150 kips.  Web crushing failure occurred at a shear of 465 kips.  

The calculated shear resistance from AASHTO LRFD General Shear methods was 

calculated to be 515 kips with a k-factor of 0.25.  Therefore, the research in this test 

indicates the AASHTO calculated shear strength resistance was 13% less the actual shear 

to cause failure.  Furthermore, for this size specimen having a plastic duct with a nominal 

3-inch diameter, using a k-factor of 1 produces a conservative calculated shear resistance 

of 460 kips. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Discussion, Conclusion, Summary 

5.1 SUMMARY 

This chapter gives a summary discussion of the results with conclusions of the 

equivalent concrete panel test, the Tx46 control, and the Tx46 with a plastic duct.  

5.2 PLASTIC DUCT PANELS AND TX46 WITH PLASTIC DUCT COMPARISON 

As expected, the panel testing representing the web of a full scale girder is not a 

true representation.  Table 5-1 has listed the results of 7-inch thick web with plastic 

ducting ranging in diameters from 2.375-inch to 3.375-inches.  The specimens also have 

various details of hairpins and can be referenced from the research done by Wald (2012).  

The trend that can be observed in the test results in Table 5-1 of the panel testing show an 

increase in δ (duct ratio to web width) there is a decrease in η𝐷 (ratio of the duct failure 

load to the control failure load).   

Based on Table 5-1, Wald’s thesis describes the drop of capacity within the panel 

in the geometric drawing shown in Figure 5-1.  Due to the increased duct diameter, 

stresses will have to deviate around the duct resulting in a greater angle of compressive 

stresses.  To resist such compressive stresses, greater tensile stresses are generated. 
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Table 5-1 Comparison of the 7-inch thick panel with the 3-inch plastic duct diameter 
results to Tx46 w/duct beam (Wald, 2012) 

Specimen fconcrete [ksi] fgrout [ksi] [in.] Nominal δ 𝛈𝑫 
P7-8 10.62 4.86 2.375 0.339 0.43 
P3-3 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.37 
P3-4 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.36 
P3-6 9.39 5.29 3 0.429 0.35 
P4-5 8.17 4.66 3 0.429 0.39 
P9-3 10.19 6.25 3 0.429 0.35 
P8-3 11.16 5.98 3.375 0.482 0.28 

Tx46 w/     
plastic duct 

9.70 8.60 3 0.429 0.86 

 

 
Figure 5-1  Behavior of panels with increasing δ (Wald, 2012) 

 

From Table 5-1, the average η𝐷 for the 7-inch thick panel with a 3-inch diameter 

plastic duct is 0.35.  The value 0.35 indicates that there is a 65% shear strength reduction 

when utilizing a 3-inch plastic duct.  However, for the full scale Tx46 beam with a 3-inch 
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plastic duct and an 8-inch concrete deck the ηD is 0.86, which corresponds to a 14% shear 

strength reduction.  Therefore, there is a significant reduction in strength when 

performing small scale panel testing compared to full scale testing.  Initially there was 

concern in the significant drop in compressive capacity in the plastic duct panels, but 

when testing an equivalent full scale girder with a plastic duct and a concrete deck the 

drop in capacity was not as significant.  The dramatic differences could most likely be 

attributed to boundary effects from the top and bottom flanges and the compression 

induced from prestressing.  

It can be concluded that the panel specimens are not a true representation of the 

girder behavior.  The k-factors that are adjusted to predict the concrete crushing capacity 

of the panel with a plastic duct material, 3-inch duct diameter dimension, and 7-inch web 

thickness does not predict crushing capacity of equivalent Tx46 with a plastic duct.   

5.3 TX46-CONTROL: CONCLUSION 

The Tx46 control beam failed in a shear induced anchorage failure.  The failure 

shear load was nearly the same as the calculated shear resistance.  In addition, the shear 

resistance calculated was slightly lower than the actual shear failure value, confirming the 

conclusion. The AASHTO LRFD 2012 shear method is a conservative accurate 

calculation. 

5.4 TX46-WITH A PLASTIC DUCT: CONCLUSION 

When calculating the shear resistance for the Tx46 plastic duct based on the 

AASTHO LRFD General Shear provisions, an un-conservative shear capacity is 

obtained.  When using the specified k-factor equal to 0.25 (General Shear) for a grouted 

plastic duct the Vcalc/Vtest ratio is 0.90, an un-conservative result.  However, when 
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utilizing a K-factor of 1.0 the Vcalc/Vtest ratio is approximately 1.0.  Therefore, it can be 

seen when using the Eurocode2 specified k-factor of 1.2 for a grouted plastic duct a 

conservative lower shear capacity is obtained for a full scale Tx46 with a plastic duct and 

an 8-inch concrete deck test specimen. 

Moreover, a 14% reduction in the shear failure load was observed in Tx46 with a 

plastic duct compared to the Tx46 control beam for these specific testing parameters.  

Therefore, when utilizing a plastic duct there is a reduction in shear strength, but the drop 

is not as significant as in the small scale panel tests.  Diagonal web cracks appeared at a 

shear loading of 150 kips, which was the same cracking shear loading as the Tx46 

control. 

5.5 FUTURE WORK 

To understand the shear behavior of prestressed concrete beams with plastic ducts  

it is recommended to fabricate additional full scale girder specimens and compare results 

and trends.  As part of the research required by TxDOT Project 0-6652, several shear 

tests on Tx62 specimens will be conducted to study the influence of a few primary 

experimental variables.  Those experimental variables include the use a 3-inch plastic and 

metal duct and a control specimen with a seven-inch-thick web.  In addition, another 

variable that will be introduced is the post-tensioning of steel strands in the web as the 

post-tensioning forces will most likely affect the shear strength of the girder. The results 

of these tests will be compared to panel test results and those of the Tx46 test with a 

plastic duct.  From these comparisons, trends can be observed as well recommendations 

made for current AASHTO LRFD k-factor code provisions. 
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APPENDIX A 

Texas Department of Transportation Standard TX Girders Series Drawings 
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APPENDIX B 

Texas Department of Transportation Standard Elastomeric Bearing and Girder 

End Details 
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APPENDIX C 

Stressing Pressure Guide for Tx46  

To properly fabricate the Tx46 and fail the beam in shear several design considerations 

had to be met.  Initially, the prestressed strands had to be stressed fp=202.5ksi.  The spread sheet 

below shows the properties of the steel strands and the geometry of the rams and the required 

pressure to the top and bottom rams needed to achieve that stress and the expected displacement 

due to the stressing. 
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STRESSING PRESSURES GUIDE 
Project: 6652  Specimen: Tx46-Duct              

Date: 19-Jan-12  Operator: AMM              

Ewire= 31500 ksi effective wire modulus              

Estrand= 28000 ksi measured strand modulus              

Aram= 86.79 in2 area of each ram               
L= 50.0625 ft length of strand               

n= 48 -- number of strands   fram 
Fract 

Forcetot Stressbot Stresstop fstrand εstrand Disp. 
Check    

fr= 270 ksi stress of rupture   ksi kip psi psi ksi in./in. in.    

fp= 202.5 ksi final prestressing strand stress  0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.00000 0.00 OK    

A= 0.153 in2 area of one strand   700 10 149 500 400 20.3 0.00064 0.43 OK    

Fp= 31.0 kip force on one strand   1400 20 297 900 800 40.5 0.00129 0.87 OK    

Fall= 1487 kip total force on all strands  2100 30 446 1400 1200 60.8 0.00193 1.30 OK    
        2800 40 595 1900 1500 81.0 0.00257 1.74 OK    

Asmallram= 4.5 in2 area of single-strand stressing jack  3400 50 744 2300 1900 101.3 0.00321 2.17 OK    

        4100 60 892 2800 2300 121.5 0.00386 2.61 OK    
x= 18.75 in distance from BOTTOM rams to centroid 4800 70 1041 3300 2700 141.8 0.00450 3.04 OK    
h= 41.5 in distance between rams  5500 80 1190 3800 3100 162.0 0.00514 3.48 OK    
        6200 90 1338 4200 3500 182.3 0.00579 3.91 OK    
Fbot= 815 kip final force in bottom rams  6900 100 1487 4700 3900 202.5 0.00643 4.34 OK    

Ftop= 672 kip final force in top rams    PX READ          

          
Updated: May 

22, 2010          

fbot= 4.70 ksi stress in bottom rams  
 

           

ftop= 3.87 ksi stress in top rams                           
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APPENDIX D 

Debonded Strand Elongations 
Initial Jacking Load 4.5 k 
E 29000 ksi 
Strand Area 0.153 in2 
Prestress 202.5 ksi 
Total Prestressing Force 30.983 k 
Additional Force for Elongation 26.483 k 
      
Bulkhead Width (N and S) 12 in 
Space between bulkhead and beam end (S) 97.5 in 
Space between bulkhead and beam end (N) 117.5 in 
Beam Length 360 in 
      
Debonding     
South End     
Termination Point From S End (in) 72   

South End (Measured From Dead End)   

Termination 
From S End 
of Beam (in) 

Final Debonding Location (in) 181.500 72 
Initial Debonding Location (in) 180.423 70.923 
Elongation Needed (in) 1.077   
Elongation Achieved (in) 1.077   
Goal Seek 0   
      
Termination Point From N End (in) 72   

North End (Measured From Dead End)   

Termination 
From N End 
of Beam (in) 

Final Debonding Location (in) 397.5 72 
Initial Debonding Location (in) 395.142 74.358 
Elongation Needed (in) 2.358   
Elongation Achieved (in) 2.358   
Goal Seek 0   
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APPENDIX E 

Tx46 control beam top and bottom stresses along half the length of the beam due 

to prestressing 
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APPENDIX F 

Flexure Capacity 

This appendix provides calculated moment capacity of the Tx46 with a 6-feet 

wide 8-inch deck.  The design includes 48 prestressed strands and its corresponding 

location and concrete strength of the beam and deck. 
 

Concrete Properties 

        
Type fc' (psi) εo φ εsh α1 α2 εcu Comments 

1 9700 0.0025 2.5 0 0.00 0.00 0.003 Beam 
2 9900 0.0025 2.5 0 0.00 0.00 0.003 Deck 

 

Type 
Ecs 
(ksi) 

Ect 
(ksi) εcr 

Ec eff 
(ksi) εo eff 

ft'eff 
(ksi) Comments 

1 5613.8 7760 0.00008 2217.1 0.00875 0.169 Beam 
2 5671.4 7920 0.00005 2262.9 0.00875 0.114 Deck 

 

 
 
 
Strand Properties 

       

          

Type fpu (ksi) Ep (ksi) εpu Relax (%) 
Ramberg-Osgood Epeff 

(ksi) 
  

A B C 
 1PreTens 270.00 30000.00 0.040 0.05 0.025 118.00 10.00 28500 
 2PostTens 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0  

Reinforcement Bars 
Properties 

  
      
Type fy (ksi) E (ksi) εsth εsu fu (ksi) 

1 61.1 29000 0 0.12 91.6 
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Section Geometry 
   

      
Gross Section 

    
Section Depth 54 [in.] 

  
Moment Axis 31 [in.] 

  
How many layers? 

 
 

   

      Layer 
Number y (in) bottom 

width (in) 
top 

width 
(in) 

height 
(in) 

Type 
Number 

1 0 30.5 32 0.75 1 

2 0.75 32 32 8 1 

3 8.75 32 13 4.75 1 

4 13.5 13 7 3 1 

5 16.5 7 7 22 1 

6 38.5 7 11 2 1 

7 40.5 11 36 2 1 

8 42.5 36 36 3.5 1 

9 46 72 72 8 2 
 
Prestressing Strands 
 

How many layers? 

 

 
 

  

Layer 
Number y (in)  Area 

(in2) Prestrain Type 
Number 

1 2.5 2.142 0.006983 1 

2 4.5 2.142 0.006983 1 

3 6.5 2.142 0.006983 1 

4 8.5 0.918 0.006983 1 
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Cross Section 

           

 
 

         
          
          
          
          
          
   

 

      
          
          
          
          
          
          
    

 
     

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
  

 

       
    

 
     

          Area ( in²) yb (in) yt (in) Inertia (in4) Approx Area 
1337.31 32.98 21.02 411294.41 1332.81 
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Strains 

  
Curvature x 106 Moment 

(kips*ft) εct εcna εcb N (kips) iter 

-0.000514 -275.86 0.024516 0.012687 -0.003256 -0.225 17 
-0.000486 -325.34 0.023291 0.012120 -0.002938 0.339 9 
-0.000457 -324.16 0.021877 0.011363 -0.002809 -0.843 15 
-0.000429 -318.54 0.020459 0.010602 -0.002684 -0.114 13 
-0.000400 -312.16 0.019045 0.009845 -0.002555 0.190 13 
-0.000371 -304.45 0.017628 0.009085 -0.002430 0.956 11 
-0.000343 -301.32 0.016208 0.008322 -0.002307 -0.832 14 
-0.000314 -290.27 0.014792 0.007563 -0.002180 0.373 10 
-0.000286 -282.93 0.013376 0.006804 -0.002053 -0.855 15 
-0.000257 -269.48 0.011964 0.006050 -0.001922 -0.217 10 
-0.000229 -254.82 0.010552 0.005295 -0.001791 0.403 14 
-0.000200 -240.77 0.009144 0.004544 -0.001656 -0.822 8 
-0.000171 -217.64 0.007743 0.003801 -0.001514 -0.173 15 
-0.000143 -189.25 0.006349 0.003063 -0.001365 0.306 13 
-0.000114 -152.87 0.004962 0.002334 -0.001209 0.740 14 
-0.000086 -102.05 0.003589 0.001617 -0.001040 0.703 19 
-0.000057 -26.81 0.002230 0.000916 -0.000855 -0.105 13 
-0.000029 108.45 0.000895 0.000238 -0.000647 0.193 16 
0.000000 3315.98 -0.000140 -0.000140 -0.000140 0.414 20 
0.000029 5937.99 -0.000446 0.000211 0.001097 0.877 18 
0.000057 6501.20 -0.000628 0.000686 0.002458 -0.320 18 
0.000086 6757.38 -0.000775 0.001197 0.003854 -0.335 16 
0.000114 6879.77 -0.000903 0.001726 0.005269 0.779 17 
0.000143 6958.84 -0.001021 0.002264 0.006693 0.734 14 
0.000171 7019.77 -0.001132 0.002811 0.008125 -0.022 19 
0.000200 7068.22 -0.001235 0.003365 0.009565 0.312 19 
0.000229 7111.53 -0.001332 0.003926 0.011011 0.223 16 
0.000257 7153.89 -0.001427 0.004488 0.012459 -0.636 16 
0.000286 7190.12 -0.001518 0.005054 0.013911 0.656 16 
0.000314 7227.91 -0.001606 0.005622 0.015365 -0.180 17 
0.000343 7261.54 -0.001692 0.006193 0.016822 0.681 18 
0.000371 7296.52 -0.001780 0.006763 0.018277 0.610 18 
0.000400 7331.29 -0.001863 0.007337 0.019737 -0.619 16 
0.000429 7364.44 -0.001949 0.007908 0.021194 -0.632 14 
0.000457 7393.78 -0.002028 0.008486 0.022657 0.508 17 
0.000486 7427.92 -0.002113 0.009058 0.024115 -0.974 14 
0.000514 7456.88 -0.002192 0.009636 0.025579 -0.087 17 
0.000543 7487.08 -0.002274 0.010211 0.027040 0.050 17 
0.000571 7516.46 -0.002357 0.010785 0.028500 0.524 15 
0.000600 7547.06 -0.002442 0.011358 0.029958 0.101 18 
0.000629 7574.41 -0.002520 0.011938 0.031423 0.868 16 
0.000657 7604.69 -0.002604 0.012511 0.032882 0.031 15 
0.000686 7631.93 -0.002688 0.013084 0.034341 0.840 8 

Moment Curvature Response 
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0.000714 3094.87 -0.001602 0.014827 0.036970 -0.534 12 
0.000743 0.00 0.000500 0.017586 0.040614 0.000 3 

 

 

Max Moment Capacity 7631.93 k-ft at φ=6.86x10-4 
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APPENDIX G 

Tx46 Control Beam Dead Loads 

This appendix provides tables of the self-weight to the Tx46 control beam and the 

load frame prior to applying load.  The self-weight of the beam does include the 6-feet 

wide, 8-inch deck.  In addition, from the self-weight, load frame and applied load, a 

moment and shear diagram was developed, which verified an exceeded flexure capacity.  
  Beam     

 
  Load Frame   

1 2 6 7 
 

1 2 6 7 
LC_SE LC_SW LC_NE LC_NW 

 
LC_SE LC_SW LC_NE LC_NW 

16.628 3.475 2.923 17.563 
 

5.298 3.988 1.482 7.602 
16.628 3.490 2.957 17.626 

 
5.288 3.954 1.496 7.593 

16.584 3.485 2.991 17.597 
 

5.288 4.026 1.525 7.593 
16.609 3.514 3.054 17.553 

 
5.085 4.268 1.589 7.603 

16.851 3.402 3.006 17.679 
 

5.399 3.944 1.671 7.661 
16.660 3.473 2.986 17.604 

 
5.271 4.036 1.553 7.610 

         Beam Self-Weight 
   

Load Frame 
  Total: 40.723 

   
Total: 18.470 

  South: 20.133 20.362 Avg 
 

South: 9.307 
  North: 20.590 

   
North: 9.163 

  
     

    
  

LC-Load Cell 
   

Average 
V: 9.235 Avg 

 SE-South East NE-North East  
     SW-South West NW-North West 
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Failure point load 
 w/Plastic Duct Control Units 

Self-Weight 1.3567 1.3567 Kips/ft 
Test Frame & Rods 20.40 20.43 kips 

Applied Point Load at 
Failure 

886.39 1025.78 kips 

Superimposed shear and moment (point load at failure, self-weight, load frame, rods) 
V 468.997 538.7 kips 
M 5295.44 6097.11 k-ft 

Results obtained from SAP2000 

HIGHEST SHEAR AND MOMENT CASE - Tx46 Control Beam with self-weight, load frame, rods, 
applied point load at failure (shear & moment diagram) 

 

 

Tx46 control shear diagram(over-hang shear is due to self-weight) 

 

 

Tx46 Control moment diagram 

 

Actual moment at failure 6097.11 k-ft < Calculated Moment Resistance 7631.93 k-ft  OK 

 

 

 

4.75 

-538.71 

-8.31 
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APPENDIX H     

This appendix provides the stress vs. strain graph for the transverse 

reinforcement, R-bars used in the Tx46 beam with a plastic duct and the Tx46 control 

beam.  The test followed ASTM A370 and A615 specifications.  The calculated load rate 

was 0.72-kips per second as shown in Equation I-1 prior to yield.  After yielding the load 

rate was changed to approximately 0.02” per second. 
 

Equation I-1     
𝟏
𝟏𝟔� ∗𝑬𝑨
𝑳∗𝟔𝟎

 

Where:    E = 29000, modulus of elasticity for steel [ksi] 

    A = 0.2, area of No. 4 bar [in2] 
    L = 8, length of extensometer [in] 
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Stress vs. Strain graph yield plateau of the R-bars used in the Tx46 with plastic duct 
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Stress vs. Strain graph of the R-bars used in the Tx46 beam with plastic duct 
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Stress vs. Strain graph of the R-bars used in the Tx46 Control 
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APPENDIX I 

Tx46 Beam with a Plastic Duct Shear Capacity per AASHTO LFRD 

2012 provisions 

This appendix provides the input, equations and output used to calculate the shear 
capacity of the Tx46 beam with a plastic duct. 

(Excel program written by Andrew Moore) 

Geometry and Concrete Properties of Test Performed 

Beam Deck if No Deck Top Flange 
hbeam 46 inch  hdeck 8 inch  

f'c     beam      9.7 ksi f'c     deck      9.9 ksi 

bv (k=1.4) 2.8 inch  beff deck OR beff top flange 72 in 

Web Width Gross 7 inch 

 

EC 5614 ksi 

Act 490 in2   

Steel Properties 
Prestressing Steel Properties Mild Steel Properties  

Total # Strands 48 unitless Compression Steel in Deck 

Area of Each Strand 0.153 
in2/           
strand A' s  0 in2   

fPu 270 ksi f's     60 ksi 

ȳP  at critical sect. 5 inch  
Tension Steel in Beam (if added then need 

mod.s) 

VP at critical sect. 0 kips As 0 in2   
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fpo 189 ksi fy   60 ksi 

Type of Strand low lax text Es 29000 ksi 

EP   28500 ksi Transverse Steel in Beam 

ȳP   at beam end 5 inch Minimum Shear Steel? YES yes or no 

ȳP   at mid-span 5 inch α  90 degrees 

   
Av    0.4 in2   

   
fy  V 61.06 ksi 

   

s 6 inch  
  

Miscellaneous Properties 
Load Properties Other Properties 

Mu  15039.131 kip-in φ 0.9 unitless 

Nu  0 kips Width of Bearing Pad 9 inches 

Vu  290 kips Shear Span 138 inches 

   
Total Span Length 276 inches 

 

 
Figure F-1  Illustration of the terms bv and dv 
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2012 AASHTO LRFD BRIDGE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
Code Provision Equation Comments 

5.7.3.1.1-4 C = 
𝐴𝑝𝑠𝑓𝑝𝑢+𝐴𝑠𝑓𝑦−𝐴′𝑠𝑓′𝑠

0.85𝑓′𝑐 𝛽1𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑓+𝑘𝐴𝑝𝑠 
𝑓𝑝𝑢
𝑑𝑝

 Rectangular Section 

5.7.2.2 β1 = 0.85-0.05(f’c-4), β ≥0.65 Ratio of the depth of the of equiv. 
stressed comp. zone to the actual 
comp. zone 

5.5.4.2 Φ = 0.9 Reduction factor for shear design 
5.8.3.4.2-1 β = 4.8

1+(750+𝜀𝑠)
 Factor of diagonal cracked concrete 

to transmit tension 
5.8.3.4.2-3 ϴ = 29 + 3500εs Angle of inclination of diagonal 

compressive stress 
5.8.3.2-2 0.5dv  cotϴ  Critical section  
5.8.2.9-2 de= 

𝐴𝑝𝑠𝑓𝑝𝑠𝑑𝑝+𝐴𝑠𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑠
𝑓𝑝𝑠 𝐴𝑝𝑠+𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑦

 Depth of the extreme comp. fiber to 
the centroid of tensile 
reinforcement 

5.8.2.9 dv  <
0.9𝑑𝑒
0.72ℎ

 Effective shear depth 

5.8.2.9-1 Vu = 
│𝑉𝑢− 𝛷𝑉𝑝│
𝛷𝑏𝑣𝑑𝑣𝑓′𝑐

 Shear stress factor 

5.8.2.5-1 Av ≥ 0.0316�𝑓′𝑐 𝑏𝑣𝑆
𝑓𝑦

 Minimum required shear 
reinforcement area 

5.8.3.4.2-4 
εs = 

│𝑀𝑢│
𝑑𝑣

+0.5𝑁𝑢+│𝑉𝑢−𝑉𝑝│−𝐴𝑝𝑠𝑓𝑝𝑜

𝐸𝑠 𝐴𝑠+𝐸𝑝𝑠 𝐴𝑝𝑠
 

Longitudinal strain 

5.7.3.2.2-1 Mn = Aps fps (dp + 𝑎
2
) Moment capacity from prestress 

strands 
5.8.3.3-3 Vc =0.0316 β�𝑓′𝑐bvdv Concrete shear strength, 0.0316 

conversion factor from sq. rt. of psi 
to ksi 

5.8.3.3-4 Vs = 
𝐴𝑣 𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑣 (cot𝛳+cot𝛼) sin𝛼

𝑠
 α – angle of transverse stirrups  

 Vs = 
𝐴𝑣 𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑣 (cot𝛳)

𝑠
 α = 90⁰ for transverse stirrups  

5.8.3.3-1 Vn = 𝑉𝑐 + 𝑉𝑠 + 𝑉𝑝 Nominal shear resistance 
5.8.3.3-2 Vn = 0.25𝑓′𝑐𝑏𝑣𝑑𝑣 + 𝑉𝑝 The 0.25 is the upper limit intended 

to ensure the concrete in the web of 
the beam will not crush prior to 
yielding of the transverse 
reinforcement, “stirrups” 
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Figure F-2 Values ok k for Eq. 5.7.3.1.1-4 in determining the depth of the compression  

block, “c” 
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Calculated Constants for MCFT from AASHTO 
LRFD 2012 

Constant Value  Units Description 
Aps 7.344 in2 total area of prestressing steel 

h composite 54 inch  height of deck and girder 

dp 49 inch  dist. from extreme ten. to extreme comp 

de 41 inch ** ** not the same de reported in shear section 

c 4.89 inch  distance from extreme comp fiber to neutral axis 

k 0.28 unitless 
 

β1 0.65 unitless   

a 3.18 inch    

fps 262.4 ksi   

Mn 91378 
kip * 
inch   

MU      limit 13735 
kip * 
inch used in calculating ε 

θ 28.08 degrees   

dv 47.41 inch  dv is calc. here as per AAHSTO specifications 
critical 
section 51.9 inch  from the support 

εs  0.00026387 in / in   

β 6.0 unitless   

VC 78 kips   

VS 362 kips 
 

Limited 0.25? YES yes/no upper bound on shear strength met 

Stress Factor 0.342 unitless This is the value for comparison to AASHTO limit of 0.25 

Vn 322 kips   
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Vn unlimited 440 kips 
 

φ 0.9 unitless   

φVn 290 kips   

critical section 51.9 inch critical section for iteration from the support 
difference in 
V 0.000E+00 kips difference between the calculated and assumed shear 

VU = Vn * φ 290 kips   

Roots 27.7 unitless this is the roots value of Vs when units are in psi 
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Tx46 Control Beam Shear Capacity per AASHTO LFRD 2012 

provisions 

This appendix provides the input to calculate the shear capacity of the Tx46 control 
beam. (Excel program written by Andrew Moore) 

Geometry and Concrete Properties of Test Performed 

Beam Deck if No Deck Top Flange 
hbeam 46 inch  hdeck 8 inch  

f'c     beam      8.69 ksi f'c     deck      9.95 ksi 

bv  7 inch  beff deck OR beff top flange 72 in 

Web Width Gross 7 inch 

  
  

    EC 5314 ksi 

Act 490 in2   
  

  

Steel Properties 
Prestressing Steel Properties Mild Steel Properties  

Total # Strands 32 unitless Compression Steel in Deck 

Area of Each Strand 0.153 in2 / strand A' s  0 in2   

fPu 270 ksi f's     60 ksi 

ȳP  at critical sect. 5.75 inch  
Tension Steel in Beam (if added then need 

mod.s) 

VP at critical sect. 0 kips As 0 in2   

fpo 189 ksi fy   60 ksi 

Type of Strand low lax 
 

Es 29000 ksi 
    

EP   28500 ksi Transverse Steel in Beam 
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ȳP   at beam end 5.75 inch Minimum Shear Steel? YES yes or no 

ȳP   at mid-span 5.75 inch α  90 degrees 

   
Av    0.8 in2   

   
fy  V 60.2 ksi 

   
s 3 inch  

Miscellaneous Properties 
Load Properties Other Properties 

Mu  33378.937 kip * inch φ 0.9 unitless 

Nu  0 kips Width of Bearing Pad 9 inches 

Vu  646 kips Shear Span 138 inches 

   
Total Span Length 276 inches 

 

Calculated Constants for MCFT from AASHTO LRFD 
2012 

Constant Value  Units Description 
Aps 4.896 in2 total area of prestressing steel 

h composite 54 inch  height of deck and girder 

dp 48.25 inch  dist. from extreme ten. to extreme comp 

de 40.25 inch ** ** not the same de reported in shear section 

c 3.28 inch  distance from extreme comp fiber to neutral axis 

k 0.28 unitless if changed ps type CLICK INSIDE CELL!!! 

β1 0.65 unitless   

a 2.13 inch    

fps 264.9 ksi   
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Mn 61189 
kip * 
inch   

MU      limit 30473 
kip * 
inch used in calculating ε 

θ 39.73 degrees   

dv 47.19 inch  dv is calc. here as per AAHSTO specifications 

critical section 51.7 inch    

εs  0.00306638 in / in   

β 1.5 unitless   

VC 45 kips   

VS 911 kips   

Limited 0.25? YES yes/no upper bound on shear strength met? Adj cell cont. value/ 

Stress Factor 0.333 unitless 
This is the value for comparison to AASHTO limit of 
0.25 

Vn 718 kips   

Vn unlimited 956 kips 
 

φ 0.9 unitless   

φVn 646 kips   

critical section 51.7 inch critical section for iteration 

difference in V 0.000E+00 kips difference between the calculated and assumed shear 

VU = Vn * φ 646 kips   

Roots 29.6 Unitless this is the roots value of Vs when units are in psi 
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